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ABSTRACT 
Emergent plant communities at Reelfoot Lake were once dominated by 
giant cutgrass (Zizaniopsis miliacea). Cutgrass was used by relatively large 
numbers of secretive marsh birds, such as least bitterns (/xobrychus exilis). 
Water levels were stabilized in the early 1940s, which allowed cutgrass marshes 
to succeed to water willow (Decodon verticillatus) marshes. There is no 
information on the extent of water willow or its value to breeding birds on 
Reelfoot Lake. The objectives of this study were to 1) determine the extent and 
type of emergent plant communities on Reelfoot, 2) describe the breeding avian 
communities using these emergent plant communities, and 3) evaluate an interim 
nationwide secretive marsh bird monitoring protocol. 
During 2003, I used printed DOQQs to ground-truth emergent plant 
communities on Reelfoot. I determined that 93% of the emergent marsh was 
dominated by water willow. Cutgrass- and cattail-dominated marshes made up 
the remainder. Most marshes had a substantial amount of woody growth. 
Secretive marsh bird surveys and habitat data collection were conducted 
on Reelfoot and nearby Black Bayou during the 2003 breeding season. A total of 
66 observations were made of 4 species during surveys, including least bitterns, 
pied-billed grebes (Podilymbus podiceps), common moorhens ( Gallinula 
chloropus), and king rails (Rallus elegans). American coots (Fulica americana) 
were also observed, but not during surveys. Logistic regression with stepwise 
selection found least bitterns were positively related to the percent cover of 
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cutgrass (parameter estimate = 7.76, Wald chi-square = 4.70, P < 0.04). Over 
90% of plots with� 20% cutgrass had at least 1 least bittern. In contrast, only 
50% of plots with< 20% cutgrass had at least 1 least bittern. A 20-ha cutgrass­
dominated unit on Black Bayou had greater species richness than surveyed 
areas on Reelfoot Lake. Apparent declines of secretive marsh birds on Reelfoot 
have coincided with the replacement of cutgrass by water willow. 
Songbird surveys and habitat data collection were conducted during the 
2002 and 2003 breeding seasons. Several species of songbirds associated with 
closed-canopy forests were found in the marshes on Reelfoot. These birds were 
negatively associated with cutgrass (parameter estimate = -0.258, Wald chi­
square = 5.19, P < 0.03) but positively related to percent cover of woody species 
(parameter estimate = 0.06, Wald chi-square = 2.85, P < 0.10). This indicates 
that as woody species increase at the expense of marsh vegetation, Reelfoot 
bird communities may shift from marsh-dependent species to those associated 
with closed-canopy fofests. 
If management for secretive marsh birds and marsh songbirds becomes a 
goal on Reelfoot Lake, vegetation manipulation may be necessary. A drawdown 
and possibly other management tools with the goals of replacing water willow 
with sparse stands of cutgrass and reducing woody vegetation may improve 
breeding habitat for many species of marsh-dependent birds on Reelfoot Lake. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
GENERAL LAKE AND WATERSHED DESCRIPTION 
Reelfoot Lake, in Lake and Obion Counties of northwest Tennessee 
(Figure 1; all tables and figures are listed in the Appendix), is the largest natural 
lake in Tennessee (USFWS 1989). The lake lies 5 km east of the Mississippi 
River within the Mississippi Alluvial Plain section of the Coastal Plain 
physiographic province. Major physiographic features in the area include 
Reelfoot Lake, the Mississippi River and its floodplain, the Tiptonville Dome, and 
a line of highly dissected hills and associated uplands (TDHE 1984). The 
northeast-southwest line of hills is less than 5 km east of the lake. Most of Lake 
County is in the Lower Mississippi River Alluvial Valley (LMAV), whereas most of 
Obion County consists of hills and uplands in the East Gulf Coastal Plain section 
of the Coastal Plain physiographic province. 
Reelfoot is 6,273 ha at 86 m mean sea level ( msl), and the lake and 
surrounding public land cover over 11,740 ha (USFWS 1989). Mean water depth 
at 86 m msl is 1.6 m, with 43% of the lake� 0.9 m deep (Robbins 1985a). The 
Reelfoot Lake watershed is 621 km2, with 63 km2 covered by the lake at 86 m 
msl. The hills and the LMAV occupy 433 and 125 km2 of the Reelfoot watershed 
respectively (Robbins 1985b ). The LMAV portion of the watershed is flat, as less 
than 3% slopes occur across 97% of it. In contrast, much of the hills and uplands 
section of the watershed has deep, steep-sided valleys with narrow ridges 
(TDHE1984). These hills are covered by fine, wind-blown, highly productive and 
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erodible sediments called loess, which is 15.2 m deep in some areas (Brown 
1973). 
CREATION OF REELFOOT LAKE 
Although no first-hand accounts exist, it is accepted that the earthquakes 
of 1811-1812 centered near New Madrid, Missouri formed Reelfoot Lake (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). This series of earthquakes began 16 December 1811, and 
continued into 1812 (Smith and Pitts 1982). The three largest earthquakes are 
estimated to have been 8.6, 8.4, and 8.7 on the Richter scale (TDHE1984). The 
earthquakes caused land upheaval and subsidence throughout the region. The 
Tiptonville Dome was created south of Reelfoot, and is thought to have dammed 
the flows of Reelfoot Creek and Bayou du Chien, which flowed through that area 
(Glenn 1933). 
The Mississippi River once flowed through the area now occupied by 
Reelfoot. As the river shifted course, it left a floodplain dominated by ridge and 
swale topography. The Mississippi River passed over the area more than once, 
and left several abandoned channels (Fisk 1944 ). Reelfoot occupies these 
former channels (Fisk 1944), and it is believed these former channels and 
adjacent ridges and swales subsided and filled with the waters of Reelfoot Creek 
and Bayou du Chien after being dammed by the Tiptonville Dome (Glenn 1933). 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION 
Floodplain forests covered most of the area occupied by the lake before 
the earthquakes - evidenced by the prevalence of standing live and dead trees 
and stumps throughout the lake (Shaver 1933). Standing dead timber over open 
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water is one of the most characteristic features of early photographs of Reelfoot 
(Smith and Pitts 1982). Dead trees and stumps were so abundant that fishermen 
would set them on fire to guide their way at night (Lowe 1930). Identifiable dead 
trees scattered across the lake included black walnut (Jug/ans nigra), ash 
(Fraxinus sp. ), oak ( Quercus sp. ), elm ( U/mus sp. ), catalpa ( Catalpa sp. ), red 
mulberry (Morus rubra), and baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) (Fuller 1912). 
The old river channels and swales would have had a lower elevation and more 
standing water for longer periods of time than the adjacent ridges (Smith and 
Pitts 1982). These lands would likely have been dominated by baldcypress 
(Fuller 1912) because it is more tolerant of long-duration flooding (Fowells 1965). 
Oak-elm-ash forests likely dominated the higher elevation ridges that were 
flooded for shorter periods of time (Shelford 1954 ). Permanent flooding from 
backwaters of Reelfoot Creek and Bayou du Chien in the subsided lands 
eventually killed many of the trees (Glenn 1933). 
EARLY SETTLEMENT AND OWNERSHIP 
The Chickasaw Indians controlled the Reelfoot area until 1818, when 
Andrew Jackson convinced them to cede all lands in Tennessee between the 
Tennessee and Mississippi Rivers. This initiated a rapid settlement of west 
Tennessee (McGill and Craig 1933). Population densities began to increase in 
the watershed after 1820. This led to an increase in land clearing. Settlers 
began to clear land nearby along the Mississippi River in the early 1820s (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). Land around Reelfoot was not settled as quickly as other areas 
in west Tennessee because it was considered to be unhealthy and still 
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experienced minor earthquakes and regular flooding (McGill and Craig 1933). 
The area adjacent to the lake probably remained forested and unsettled until the 
early 1860s. Plantations occupied the LMA V west of Reelfoot, while small farms 
and homesteads dominated the hills and uplands to the east of Reelfoot (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). The hills were mostly forested until about 1 O years after the Civil 
War, which was a period of increased farming activity. During the 1860s-1870s, 
because of increased land clearing there were about 100 sawmills operating in 
Obion County. Sediment loads in the watershed probably increased greatly as a 
result (Smith and Pitts 1982). 
Market hunting and commercial fishing were common occupations of 
many Reelfoot locals. Ownership of the lake was not considered until various 
land disputes involving plans to drain the lake and restrict locals from profiting 
from the lake's resources resulted in the state of Tennessee acquiring the lake 
and most adjacent lands in 1914 (Smith and Pitts 1982). Some adjoining lands 
remained in private ownership. 
WATER-LEVEL MANIPULATIONS 
The establishment of a boundary line between the state's lake and the 
remaining riparian owners' lands was hampered by water-level fluctuations 
(McGill and Craig 1933). Mississippi River floodwaters would often cover all of 
Lake County except the Tiptonville Dome. When these floodwaters reached the 
hills in Obion County, water levels above the lake would at times be 3-3. 7 m 
above normal (Smith and Pitts 1982). This overbank flooding often occurred 2 
times per year, with floodwaters remaining until late spring or summer (Lowe 
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1930). Levees were mostly completed along the Mississippi River from Hickman, 
Kentucky to south of Tiptonville, Tennessee by 1917 in order to protect farmland 
from flooding. This ended the periodic inundation of the Reelfoot region by 
Mississippi River floodwaters (Smith and Pitts 1982). 
The state created a levee and spillway along the south shore of the lake in 
1917 to stop seasonal fluctuations and hold lake levels and the property 
boundary at a constant elevation (McGill and Craig 1933). There were several 
drainages at the south end of Reelfoot, but these were dammed by the levee. A 
single drainage - Running Reelfoot Bayou - carried lake waters from the spillway 
to the Obion River (Smith and Pitts 1982). Anger grew over this spillway 
because it did not quickly drain the lake and surrounding properties during floods. 
A new, larger spillway with better water-level management capabilities was 
constructed in 1931 (McGill and Craig 1933). Wide fluctuations in seasonal 
water levels continued, but it remains unclear how these fluctuations compared 
to fluctuations prior to construction of the lake and Mississippi River levees. Lake 
marshes were exposed during dry summers, while swamps adjacent to the lake 
were inundated during wet years (Davis 1937) - apparently similar to conditions 
prior to hydrological manipulations. This occurred because spillway gates were 
rarely manipulated; also, Running Reelfoot Bayou did not have the capacity to 
rapidly carry floodwaters from the lake (Smith and Pitts 1982). 
The lack of spillway gate manipulations and the insufficient capacity of 
Running Reelfoot Bayou allowed water levels to continue fluctuating through 
1941 (Baker 1943). The state of Tennessee entered into a 75-year lease 
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agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) in August 1941. This 
lease gave control of the spillway gate and parts of the lake and adjacent lands 
to FWS as part of Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge. FWS was required by the 
lease to maintain water levels within 0.9 m of 86 m msl. With the state's 
permission, FWS could temporarily draw down the lake for various management­
related activities (USGAO 1992). FWS actively maintained stable water levels by 
manipulation of the spillway gates (Figure 2). As a result, higher water levels 
were maintained through late summer and fall beginning in 1942 than before 
FWS control (Baker 1945). A radial gate was added to the spillway in 1948 to 
help lower lake levels quicker during high water (USFWS 1989). The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (COE) enlarged Running Reelfoot Bayou's channel in 1959 
(USACE 1999). These actions facilitated stable water-level management (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). FWS periodically conducted winter drawdowns during the 
1960s-1970s at the request of the state. Otherwise, water levels have been 
maintained closely to 86 m msl since 1942 in order to comply with the lease 
agreement (USFWS 1989) and to avoid liability for flooding adjoining private 
property (USGAO 1992). For instance, water levels were maintained within 15 
cm of 86 m msl 75% of the time between the early 1970s and mid-1980s 
(USGAO 1992). Since 1991, however, water levels have been allowed to 
fluctuate up to 86.2 m msl during 16 April - 14 November, and up to 86.3 m msl 
during 15 November - 15 April before any spillway gate manipulations occur 
(TWRA 2002). 
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PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 
Locals reported that the lake was filling with sediments as early as the last 
half of the 19th century. Early maps of Reelfoot indicate that peninsulas of land 
such as Horse Island and Green Island (Figure 1) actually were islands (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). Heavy sedimentation may have connected these once-islands 
to the shore. Studies beginning in the late 1930s indicated that the lake was 
filling with sediments coming from tributaries and the accumulation of organic 
matter from plants growing in the lake (Baker 1940). Most of this sedimentation 
was attributed to tributaries coming from the hills and uplands where agricultural 
practices resulted in erosion (Steenis and Cottam 1945). 
Most of Reelfoot's major tributaries have been channelized (Denton 1986). 
Unchannelized, low-gradient rivers meander across their floodplains with low 
water velocity (Petts and Amoros 1996). Channelization is the straightening of 
river channels to speed the removal of floodwaters from the floodplain (Schumm 
et al. 1984 ). Channelized rivers allow water to flow with greater velocity and 
eroding power. Faster flowing rivers carry more sediments to their mouths over a 
shorter period of time than the natural rivers they replaced, and can result in 
aggradation downstream (Schumm et al. 1984 ); also, this greater velocity erodes 
more sediments from within the river's channel (Emerson 1971 ). Channelization 
increased the amount of sediments entering Reelfoot (Denton 1986), and deltas 
formed at the mouth of each stream entering the lake (Steenis and Cottam 
1945). 
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The delta at the mouth of Reelfoot Creek, which was channelized from 
1941 to 1949, was 0.4 km wide in 1950 (Steenis 1950a) and probably resulted 
from aggradation because of upstream channelization. Reelfoot Creek originally 
entered the lake near Carey Basin in Buck Basin; it shifted course by the 1980s 
because aggradation raised the valley and riverbed, forcing the river to follow a 
lower elevation course. It is now an anastomosed stream upon entering the 
Grassy Island wetland. Most of its waters now enter Reelfoot in Upper Blue 
Basin, but most of its sediment load is being deposited in the forested wetlands 
of Grassy Island. The extent of tree stress and mortality due to sedimentation 
has not been quantified for the forests surrounding Reelfoot, but Grassy Island 
forests with heavy deposition have shown signs of stress (Denton 1986). 
Indian Creek was channelized from 1937 to 1941, and quickly began to fill 
in a portion of Reelfoot (Figure 3). The delta began spreading in 1937, and 
reached Nix Towhead by 1956. A ditch was blasted through the area to allow 
boat access between the two areas of the lake (TDHE 1984 ). A swimming area 
with depths up to 3 m was located in this area in 1925, and a garden was 
cultivated at the site in 1950 (Johnson et al. 1988). Reelfoot lost an average of 
0.9 m in depth, aside from the areas that completely filled in, during 100 years 
prior to sedimentation studies in the 1980s (Denton 1986). At this rate, Upper 
Blue Basin will fill completely by 2076, Buck Basin by 2151, and the rest of the 
lake will fill by 2261 (Denton 1986). 
About 80% of runoff in the watershed occurs between October and March, 
along with about 80% of the sediments, nitrogen, and phosphorus that enter the 
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lake (Lewis et al. 1992). Reelfoot tributaries contributed 265,803 metric tons of 
sediments from May 1984 to April 1985 alone. The largest sources of these 
sediments were tributaries from the hills (Robbins 1985b ). These sediments 
have large amounts of nutrients associated with them because much of the 
surrounding area is in intensive agriculture (Yurewicz et al. 1988). 
Land use within the Reelfoot watershed has increased eutrophication 
during the past several decades (Robbins et al. 1985), and Reelfoot has been 
labeled hypereutrophic by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1976). 
Eutrophic conditions are characterized by excessive phosphorus and nitrogen, 
and have pronounced impacts on biological communities (Mitsch and Gosselink 
2000). Eutrophic conditions can stimulate algal blooms and heavy growths of 
aquatic vegetation. As these plants die, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) 
increases, and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations decline. DO also declines 
when light penetration is reduced in the photic zone, the area penetrated by light 
and capable of supporting plants and phytoplankton undergoing photosynthesis. 
This can occur when heavy growths of algae, duckweeds (e.g., Lemna sp. and 
Spirodela sp.) or other plants cover an area, cloudy days reduce sunlight, or 
when heavy sedimentation increases water turbidity. BOD greatly increases in 
these situations because plants undergo respiration along with other organisms 
in the water column. 
Fish kills are common when DO reaches a critical level. This is a 
relatively common occurrence in parts of Reelfoot (Dr. Andy Sliger, Univ. of 
Tennessee-Martin; pers. comm.), and has been observed at least since 1938 
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(Baker 1940). In addition, eutrophic waters can result in vegetation changes 
through changes in nutrient cycles (Hasler 1969). The emergent plant 
communities of Reelfoot have changed considerably since the 1940s, and may 
be partially attributed to increased amounts of nutrients entering the lake 
(Henson 1990a). Such changes might have impacts on many species of wildlife. 
Conservation measures, such as the construction of sediment retention 
basins on tributaries and implementing soil conservation practices in the 
watershed, have been suggested for some time (Steenis 1950a). A Rural Clean 
Water Program project was initiated during the 1980s in the watershed to 
address water quality entering Reelfoot. It had limited success because of 
difficulty convincing many farmers to change farming practices (Gale et al. 1993). 
The Reelfoot-lndian Creek Watershed Program was begun in 1967 with the 
intention of constructing 1 5  strategically placed sediment retention basins in the 
Reelfoot Creek and Indian Creek watersheds. Eleven of the lakes have been 
completed (TWRA 2002), but channelized downstream reaches still contribute 
large amounts of sediments (Denton 1986). 
Heavy sedimentation and accumulation of undecomposed organic matter 
contributed to a "muck" layer that was 0.3-0.6 m deep across much of the lake by 
the 1930s (Davis 1 937). This shallow muck, sedimentation, and fluctuating water 
levels allowed rapid expansion of wetland and aquatic vegetation throughout the 
lake. Baker (1940) suggested controlling sedimentation and raising water levels 
to stop the rapid spread of vegetation. Higher, stable water levels since 1942 
halted this spread (Henson 1990a). However, stabilized water levels impede 
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decomposition of organic matter (Mitsch and Gosselink 2000), and continued 
sedimentation and accumulation of organic matter from extensive lake vegetation 
have expanded the muck and, in some places, the vegetation (Henson 1990a). 
These conditions have adversely affected the sport fish communities in 
Reelfoot (TWRA 1985). The muck, consisting largely of organic matter, is DO 
deficient. Highly productive lakes dominated by anaerobic conditions in the 
benthic zone usually have diminished benthic invertebrate communities (Smith 
1996), comprised mostly of anaerobic bacteria (Yoshida 1978). Benthic 
invertebrates are an important food source for fish, waterfowl, and other 
organisms in a lake. Since there are fewer benthic invertebrates in low DO 
muck, fewer foods are available for higher organisms (Smith 1996). Most sport 
fish require a solid bottom for spawning, thus muck does not provide adequate 
spawning conditions (TWRA 1985). In contrast, rough fish generally do not 
require a hard bottom for spawning. As a result, sport fish populations have 
declined with an increase in rough fish at Reelfoot (TWRA 1985). 
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA) proposed a 
drawdown for Reelfoot in 1984. The primary objective was to improve fish 
habitat by consolidating the muck and reducing nutrients entering the water 
column which occurs through sediment agitation of the muck layer (TWRA 1985). 
The lake was to be drawn down 1.8 m for 120 days. FWS allowed TWRA to 
manipulate the spillway gates in May 1985. A lawsuit halted the drawdown after 
lake levels dropped 0.8 m. It was found that a major federal action had occurred 
because the 1941 lease gave spillway management to FWS. An Environmental 
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Impact Statement (EIS) for a drawdown was required from FWS by the National 
Environmental Policy Act (Johnson et al . 1988). 
The EIS was completed in 1989. It advocated periodic major drawdowns 
(every 5-1 O years) in June of 1.2 m with the current spillway or 2.4 m with a new 
spillway (Table 1 ). A minimum of 120 days would be allowed for consolidation of 
the muck. Refilling would begin in November, and water would be held at 86.3 m 
msl until the following June (USFWS 1989). It was predicted that the lake would 
refill to 86.3 m msl by 31 January with a 1.2 m drawdown, or 28 February with a 
2.4 m drawdown (Hoos et al. 1988). Water levels would be allowed to fluctuate 
at least 0.6 m between 85.3 m msl and 86.6 m msl all other years (USFWS1989). 
Certain mitigation measures must be in place, according to FWS, before a 
drawdown or higher water levels can be implemented. These measures include 
purchase of lands or flowage easements on affected lands, modifications to 
sewer systems in Samburg and the Reelfoot Lake State Park, and cultural 
resources surveys. An interim water-level management plan has been used 
since 1991 until these mitigation measures can be addressed (USGAO 1992). 
This plan allows water levels to fluctuate up to 86.2 m msl during 16 April-14 
November, and up to 86.3  m msl 15 November-15 April before any spillway 
manipulations occur (USFWS 1989). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) conducted a reconnaissance 
study in the mid-1980s at Reelfoot - at the request of the state of Tennessee - to 
identify solutions to Reelfoot's degradation (Johnson et al. 1988). Several 
suggestions were made in 1988, and further analyzed in a feasibility study 
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{USGAO 1992). The COE plan includes construction of a new spillway, 
circulation channels, a sediment retention basin on Reelfoot Creek, and water­
level management changes. Water-level changes include periodic major 
drawdowns {every 5-10 years) in June of 0.9 m with future drawdowns of up to 
1 .2 m as needed {Table 2). The lake would refill to 86.3 m msl beginning in 
November, and remain there until 1 March the following year. The lake would be 
lowered to 86.2 m msl, and held there until 1 July every non-drawdown year. 
Reelfoot would then fluctuate up to 86.2 m msl between 1 July and 15 
November. Reelfoot would refill to 86.3 m msl starting 15 November, and be 
held there until 1 March {USAGE 1999). 
Water-level management currently follows the FWS interim plan. 
Mitigation measures have not been met for implementation of the FWS preferred 
plan {USGAO 1992). No action has been taken on the COE plan because 
appropriations have been stalled in the U.S. Congress. According to a U.S. 
General Accounting Office report, conditions at Reelfoot "continue to deteriorate" 
{USGAO 1992). 
RESEARCH NEEDS 
The Tennessee Academy of Science opened the Reelfoot Lake Biological 
Station in 1931. This biological station ceased most operations in the 1960s 
(Smith and Pitts 1982). Much of its early research focused on bird communities 
{Ganier 1933, Crook 1935, Whittemore 1937, Gersbacher 1939, Simpson 1939, 
Rawls 1954) and plant communities {Shaver 1933, Baker 1937, Davis 1937, 
Gersbacher and Norton 1939, Baker 1940, Eyles and Eyles 1943, Steenis and 
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Cottam 1945, Steenis 1947, Burbank 1963). Most published scientific literature 
about Reelfoot resulted from the biological station (Smith and Pitts 1982). With 
the exception of vegetation studies by Henson (1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d), 
there have been virtually no recent studies on the bird or plant communities of 
Reelfoot which could help managers understand potential effects of a drawdown. 
The main goal of the FWS and COE drawdowns is to consolidate the substrate. 
Neither proposal explicitly states vegetation manipulation as a goal, however, 
vegetation changes may result from a drawdown on Reelfoot and may affect 
breeding bird communities. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study are to 1) determine the extent and type of 
emergent plant communities on Reelfoot Lake, 2) describe the breeding avian 
communities using the emergent vegetation, and 3) evaluate an interim 
nationwide protocol for monitoring secretive marsh birds. 
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2 .  PLANT COM M UIN ITIES 
INTRODUCTION 
There are numerous benefits and problems associated with wetland and 
aquatic vegetation. Excessive growth of vegetation reduces water circulation 
among basins of the lake, hampers recreational use, and helps contribute to 
sed imentation with organic and inorganic materials. Also, dense growths of 
vegetation serve as food and habitat for many species of wild life. Submersed 
aquatic vegetation (SAV) is used by young fish for cover and large 
concentrations of waterfowl for food (Cypert 1967). Wetland birds use emergent 
vegetation extensively, although successional changes in emergent vegetation 
may have adversely affected avian communities at Reelfoot (Mengel 1965, 
Nicholson 1997). Changes in vegetation communities may result from the 
proposed drawdowns and may affect breed ing bird communities. Given the 
importance of the amount and type of vegetation to wild li fe and recreational 
users, it is important to understand the historical plant communities on Reelfoot 
and the current extent and composition of the plant communities before the 
drawdowns. This will help managers understand what resources were available 
in the past and are available now for wildlife species that depend on the various 
vegetation types found on Reelfoot Lake. 
EARLY HYDROLOGICAL MANIPULATIONS 
Reelfoot began receiving heavy sed imentation at least by the late 1800s. 
Sed imentation rates likely increased dramatically after widespread land clearing 
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in the hills east of Reelfoot in the 1860s-1870s (Smith and Pitts 1982). Increased 
sediments made the lake more shallow, and rapidly increased the amount of 
area shallow enough for wetland and aquatic vegetation growth. The Mississippi 
River, however, still had a strong influence on Reelfoot until about 1917 (Smith 
and Pitts 1982). When the Mississippi River flooded the Reelfoot region, water 
currents in some places over the lake were very strong. For example, the 
Washout (south end of Reelfoot, Figure 1) was created by scouring from the 
Mississippi River flood of 1882, and deepened by several other floods through 
1912 (Smith and Pitts 1982). This scouring activity could have removed large 
amounts of sediments, SAV beds, and even areas of emergent vegetation from 
the lake. Such strong scouring abilities of Mississippi River flood events were 
observed during the flood of 1993 in the Midwest (Cronk and Fennessy 2001 ). 
Sediments were likely deposited in Reelfoot once the floodwaters slowed down 
(Glenn 1933), but even if these sediments compensated for those scoured out -
it is likely that the growth of SAV and emergent vegetation was at least 
temporarily reduced. 
By 1917, Mississippi River levees ended any direct influence of the 
Mississippi River on water levels, and sediment deposition and erosion in 
Reelfoot. The first levee and spillway were constructed on Reelfoot in 1917. A 
replacement was constructed in 1931. It is not known how water-level 
fluctuations after construction of the spillways compared to those before 
construction of the Mississippi River levees. The first spillway reportedly had the 
effect of increasing water levels on Reelfoot during spring and early summer 
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months (Humphreys 1 938). The second spil lway sti l l al lowed for "wide seasonal 
fluctuations" (Davis 1 937). These water-level fluctuations were attributed to the 
spil lway gates rarely being manipulated , and Running Reelfoot Bayou being 
incapable of quickly transporting floodwaters to the Obion River (Smith and Pitts 
1 982). 
BEGINNINGS OF WIDESPREAD VEGETATION GROWTH 
Fluctuating water levels and sedimentation l ikely promoted the 
establishment and rapid expansion of wetland and aquatic vegetation ,  includ ing 
giant cutgrass (Zizaniopsis miliacea, hereafter referred to as cutgrass). The 
emergent marshes were mostly impenetrable stands of cutgrass at least as early 
as 1 931 (Shaver 1 933), with > 75% of the marshes covered by cutgrass (Davis 
1 937). It is not known when cutgrass began rapidly increasing its coverage on 
the lake, but locals reported in the 1 930s that cutgrass marshes and SAV -
dominated by coontai l ( Ceratophyl/um demersum) - were more extensive than in 
former years (Davis 1 937, Baker 1 940). Areas in the south part of Buck Basin 
that were open water in 1 925, developed cutgrass marshes by the late 1 930s 
(Baker 1 940). First and Eastridge Arms were once open water, but had largely 
converted to cutgrass marshes and floating leaf vegetation by the late 1 930s 
(Baker 1 940). In some places these marshes extended several hundred meters 
into open water (Koen 1 937), and were sa id to be increasing (Baker 1 938). The 
area of Reelfoot in 1 937 dominated by cutgrass was estimated to be 768.9 ha 
(Eyles 1 942). The coverage of cutgrass continued to increase at least through 
1 943 (Baker 1 943 , Eyles and Eyles 1 943). Cutgrass was virtua lly the only 
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emergent species in many marshes (Steenis and Cottam 1 945), and remained 
the dominant emergent species in Reelfoot marshes at least until the early 1 960s 
(Burbank 1 963 ). The area of Reelfoot dominated by cutgrass in 1 960 was found 
to be 992. 7 ha (Burbank 1 963). 
This rapid growth was attributed to shal lower water resulting from 
sedimentation primari ly from the hi l ls, and organic matter accumulations from the 
existing vegetation (Baker 1 940, Steenis and Cottam 1 945). Channel ization of 
many tributaries may have been a significant reason for the rapid ly increased 
rate of sed imentation (Denton 1 986). Land developed at the mouth of most 
tributaries entering Reelfoot (Steenis and Cottam 1 945), probably in part 
because of channelization . For example, Reelfoot Creek's delta was about 0.4 
km wide by 1 950 (Steenis 1 950a), and the Ind ian Creek delta (Figure 3) 
extended over 500 m into the lake beginn ing in 1 937 to connect with N ix 
Towhead by 1 956 (Smith and Pitts 1 982). Although water levels continued to 
fluctuate and expose large areas of submersed substrate to oxid izing cond itions 
through 1 941 ,  unconsolidated sed iments were common in many areas (Davis 
1 937). In areas with heavy wetland and aquatic vegetation growth , these 
sediments were roughly 75% inorganic and 25% organ ic (Baker 1 940), but some 
areas had enough organic matter content to be considered "peaty'' (Davis 1 937, 
Steenis and Cottam 1 945). Dense beds of SAV (Steenis and Cottam 1 945) 
contributed to the organic matter, and al lowed cutgrass to vegetatively spread 
into open water portions of the lake (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939). 
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Plant succession on Reelfoot was thought to fol low a certain pattern , 
wh ich was described by several authors in  the 1 930s-1 940s (Gersbacher and 
Norton 1 939 , Eyles and Eyles 1 943). Water depths appeared to be the l imiting 
factor in the d istribution of each community type (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939, 
Baker 1 940). The plant communities typica lly found from deepest to shal lowest 
water depths were areas dominated by coontai l ,  spatterdock (Nuphar luteum), 
cutgrass, buttonbush (Cepha/anthus occidentalis), black wi l low (Salix nigra), and 
floodpla in forests (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939). Coontai l  was so thick in areas 
that shorebirds, including spotted sandpipers (all bird scientific names are l isted 
in the Append ix), sol itary sandpipers ,  least sandpipers, and greater yel lowlegs, 
were observed foraging on top of its growth as if it was a mudflat (Steenis and 
Cottam 1 945). These dense growths of coontai l  captured many of the sediments 
that entered the lake, and contributed large amounts of detrital materia l to the 
substrate as wel l  (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939). As th is occurred , water depths 
decreased and coontai l  expanded into open water, whi le spatterdock extended 
into areas dominated by coontai l  (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939). Cutgrass 
spread into areas dominated by spatterdock as sediments and organic matter 
accumulated in the spatterdock areas (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939). Woody 
plants encroached into the emergent marshes during periods of low water 
because the muck would become exposed and oxidized (Davis 1 937). This 
drawdown effect al lowed black willow and buttonbush to make "jumping gains" 
before 1 942 because they could grow tal l  enough to be only partially submerged 
when h igh water levels returned (Steenis 1 943). For example, a cutgrass marsh 
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between the community of Walnut Log and Upper Blue Basin in the 1 920s had 
succeeded to a dense growth of black wi l low and buttonbush by the late 1 930s 
(Baker 1 940). Many marshes were burned during the winter unti l the 1 950s 
which may have suppressed further encroachment by woody species (Henson 
1 990a). 
Baker ( 1 940) suggested that h igher water levels be maintained and 
sedimentation halted to preserve the amount of open water left in Reelfoot. After 
FWS took contro l of water-level management, water levels were more stable and 
higher on average than before (especially during late summer and early fal l )  
(Baker 1 943, 1 945). The expansion of black wi l low and buttonbush was halted 
because mudflats were rarely exposed (Steenis 1 943 , 1 950a). Cutgrass ceased 
to increase because higher water levels prevented vegetative growth from 
rooting in the substrate, and el iminated exposed mudflats which are required for 
seed germination (Steenis and Cottam 1 945 , Steenis 1 947). Higher water levels 
also reduced the area covered by floating leaf vegetation and coontai l  (Steenis 
1 947). 
BEGINNINGS OF VEGETATION CHANGES 
Cutgrass was sti l l  abundant in the early 1 950s ,  but other species were 
gradually increasing in dominance in some parts of the lake (Rawls 1 954 ) .  
Southern smartweed (Polygonum densif/orum) was considered abundant, and 
water wil low (Decodon verticillatus) was considered common at th is time (Rawls 
1 954 ). Southern smartweed was planted on Reelfoot along the cutgrass edges 
in the 1 940s because it produces seeds consumed by waterfowl (Steenis 1 947 , 
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1 950a) ,  a lthough seed production has recently been l imited by a parasitic smut 
(Henson 1 990a). Southern smartweed is not adversely affected by h igher water 
levels because it forms a dense floating mat on top of the water that floats up 
with water fluctuations (Steenis 1 947), and it reproduces vegetatively. Southern 
smartweed increased every year at least through the early 1 950s (Rawls 1 954 ), 
and is l ikely more abundant now. Water wi l low has been present at Reelfoot at 
least since the 1 920s (Henson 1 990a), but was considered uncommon 
(Gersbacher and Norton 1 939, Eyles 1 942) until the 1 950s (Rawls 1 954). It was 
original ly reported to grow on stumps protrud ing from the lake (Norton and 
Gersbacher 1 939), and in some areas dominated by buttonbush and black wi l low 
(Gersbacher and Norton 1 939, Eyles and Eyles 1 943). It was reported with black 
wi l low near Walnut Log , a long the edge of the lake in one part of Buck Basin ,  and 
occasionally a long Bayou du Chien as it passed through Reelfoot (Eyles 1 942). 
By 1 954, water wil low was considered locally common in many areas and dense 
in others ( Rawls 1 954 ). 
RECENT PLANT COMMUNITY STUDIES 
There is a lack of published observations on Reelfoot plant communities 
from 1 963-1 990, except for a report in 1 967 (Cypert 1 967) on the establ ishment 
of the rooted SAV curly-leaved pondweed (Potomogeton crispus). Curly-leaved 
pondweed is an exotic, fi rst reported from Reelfoot in 1 959; by 1 967 it was 
estimated to cover 809.4 ha (Cypert 1 967). It begins growth in the fal l ,  peaks in 
late winter and early spring , and dies in late spring and early summer (Cypert 
1 967). Rooted SAV species increase nutrient mobil ization from substrates , 
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greatly increasing biomass production of phytoplankton (Carpenter 1981 ). The 
introduction of curly-leaved pondweed probably greatly increased the amount of 
sediments for colonization through increased detrital accumulation. Because the 
season of active growth of curly-leaved pondweed is different from coontail at 
Reelfoot (Henson 1990c), its detrital accumulation is in addition to that of 
coontail. Grass carp (Ctenopharyngodon idella) have been introduced 
periodically since 1983 to control curly-leaved pondweed and coontail (Henson 
and Sliger 1993). Populations of these submersed species now fluctuate with 
grass carp populations (Henson 1990c). 
Studies on vegetation communities from 1983-1988 were conducted 
throughout Reelfoot, and found that the emergent plant communities changed 
radically since previous studies (Henson 1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d). These 
changes were attributed to stabilized water levels and increased nutrient input 
after the early 1940s (Henson 1990a). The extent of emergent vegetation did not 
change appreciably since 1941, but areas that were formerly dominated by 
cutgrass were replaced by "marsh-swamp transition" vegetation (Henson 1990a). 
The most common "marsh-swamp transition" species were red maple 
(Acer rubrum), silver maple (Acer saccharinum), black willow, baldcypress, water 
willow, marsh mallow (Hibiscus /asiocarpos, H. mi/itaris), and southern 
smartweed (Henson 1990a). Climbing hempweed (Mikania scandens) and 
groundnut (Apios americana) were locally dominant vines that often killed most 
vegetation growing underneath them. Groundnut was likened to kudzu (Pueraria 
montana) in some locations because of its dominance over all vegetation 
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(Henson 1990a). Woody species were probably more abundant than in the past 
because winter burning that took place in the marshes at least into the 1950s had 
been discontinued (Henson 1990a). Southern smartweed was widely distributed, 
and competed with cutgrass along the open water edges (Henson 1990a). In 
some areas, such as Carey Basin, southern smartweed spread across large 
expanses that were previously dominated by SAV and floating leaf vegetation 
because sedimentation and heavy organic matter accumulation made water 
depths shallow enough for it to spread vegetatively (Dr. Wes Henson, formerly at 
Univ. of Tennessee-Martin; pers. comm.). Vegetative reproduction of water 
willow in areas formerly dominated by cutgrass allowed stand densities to 
increase over time (Henson 1990a). Henson (1990b) classified water willow as 
abundant and cutgrass as common using the same classification system as 
Rawls ( 1954 ); thus these species effectively swapped relative dominance within 
30 years. Solid stands of cutgrass were restricted to narrow bands or patches 
along the deepwater edges of emergent vegetation, or more extensive stands 
along some deltas (Henson 1990a). Using planimetry, Henson (1990a) found 
the area of cutgrass estimated in 1960 (Burbank 1963) (992. 7 ha) decreased to 
0.9 ha by 1985, while the area of "marsh-swamp transition" increased to 939.3 
ha. 
The substrate in the emergent communities was found to be a mixture of 
organic and inorganic debris that often floated above the bottom at the open­
water edges (Henson 1990a). After the 1985 TWRA partial drawdown - which 
was implemented in part to consolidate these substrates for fish habitat 
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improvements - Henson (1988) conducted vegetation surveys of the few areas 
that had exposed mudflats, which included Kirby Pocket, Lids Pocket, and 
Champey Pocket (Figure 1 ). There were 72 species recorded with 16 either 
abundant or very abundant (Henson 1988). Inundation eventually eliminated 
most of the new vegetation except for cutgrass and black willow (Henson 1988). 
These areas are still covered with cutgrass and black willow, almost 20 years 
after the drawdown. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this chapter is to present ·the current extent and 
composition of vegetation communities on Reelfoot Lake. This information will 
help managers understand the resources that are available for wildlife species 
that depend on the various vegetation types found on Reelfoot Lake. 
METHODS 
Large-scale DOQQs were printed from ArcView 3.2 and used while on the 
lake to mark the extent of the major emergent plant communities during the 
growing season of 2003. The emergent zone throughout the lake was surveyed 
and the dominant plant communities at each site were mapped on the printed 
DOQQs. The DOQQs were made during the 1990s, but the extent of emergent 
vegetation has not changed appreciably since that time. Large, impenetrable 
marshes were observed with binoculars while standing in the boat and looking 
over the marsh canopy to ensure that the dominant vegetation was accurately 
mapped . These maps were digitized in ArcView with each community type 
delineated ( Figure 4 ). Some areas ( < 45 ha), such as the north end of Eastridge 
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Arm and north of Snaggy Basin, were inaccessible and could not be delineated. 
The major community types were areas dominated by cattail (Typha latifolia), 
water willow, and cutgrass. Areas of cattail were either monotypic or intermixed 
with up to 40% coverage by water willow. Areas delineated as water willow and 
cutgrass included monotypic stands and stands with, in some cases, substantial 
woody growth. It was not possible to accurately separate areas of monotypic 
marsh from areas with woody growth because of the highly interspersed nature 
of these types. Large areas with a closed woody canopy were not included even 
if they were occasionally intermixed with stands of water willow or cutgrass that 
were too small to delineate from the photographs. Also, photographic inventories 
were taken at 44 widely spaced locations with GPS coordinates. These 
photographs can be used in the future to qualitatively monitor vegetation 
changes. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Total area dominated by cattail, water willow, and cutgrass was 6.1 ha, 
481.1 ha, and 25.9 ha respectively. This indicates that there are almost 513 ha 
of marsh remaining on Reelfoot. This is much less than the almost 940 ha 
estimated by Henson (1990a). Reasons for this difference may include 
differences in estimation techniques and differences in what was considered 
"marsh" in this study and what Henson (1990a) considered "marsh-swamp 
transitions." Henson (1990a) estimated area using planimetry, and area in this 
study was calculated using the XTools extension in ArcView. Much of Henson's 
(1990a) "marsh-swamp transitions" may have succeeded to denser stands of 
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woody vegetation during the time between the 2 studies, and may not have been 
considered marsh during this study. 
The -only locations with extensive coverage of cattail are in Snaggy Basin 
and Carey Basin. Some sections are monotypic, but most are interspersed with 
up to 40% coverage of water willow (Figure 5). Cattail was considered locally 
abundant in the 1 930s (Davis 1 937), and water willow was considered 
uncommon (Gersbacher and Norton 1 939, Eyles 1 942). Given the relative 
percentages of cattail and water willow in Snaggy and Carey Basins today, it is 
likely that water willow is gradually out-competing cattail. 
Few large areas of water willow are monotypic as were some cutgrass 
marshes in the past; however water willow is very dense where it occurs, and 
has gradually displaced monotypic stands of cutgrass throughout Reelfoot. 
Many water willow marshes have widely scattered woody saplings (Figure 6), 
while most areas have a more substantial growth of saplings (Figure 7). 
Most of the cutgrass marshes north of Walnut Log Ditch and in Carey 
Basin are interspersed with relatively small size class woody growth, comprising 
mostly shrubs and saplings; there are few mature trees. These species included 
those identified by Henson (1 990a) as marsh-swamp transition species: red 
maple, silver maple, common persimmon (Diospyros virginiana), green ash 
(Fraxinus pennsy/vanica), water-locust (Gleditsia aquatica), black willow, 
baldcypress, indigo bush (Amorpha fruticosa), buttonbush, and swamp rose 
(Rosa pa/ustris). The most abundant woody species are maple, baldcypress, 
and buttonbush. Cutgrass, however, remains the dominant species. The other 
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cutgrass marshes are nearly monotypic, however, several individuals of water 
willow are present in one part of the Indian Creek delta south of Nations Ditch 
(Figure 8). 
Southern smartweed was not delineated because most of it occurs as 
fringes along emergent vegetation which are difficult to distinguish on available 
aerial photographs. Southern smartweed has probably increased its coverage in 
many areas since Henson's (1990a, 1990d) studies, especially Carey Basin. 
The unconsolidated substrate of Carey Basin is near the water surface during 
most of the growing season. Carey Basin likely received large amounts of 
sediments from Reelfoot Creek for several years until it changed course (Dr. Wes 
Henson, formerly at Univ. of Tennessee-Martin; pers. comm.), and receives large 
amounts of detrital material annually from dense growths of southern smartweed, 
SAV, and spatterdock. There are many scattered individuals of water willow 
throughout Carey Basin, intermixed with almost solid growths of spatterdock and 
southern smartweed . Most of Carey Basin will likely become a water willow 
marsh within the foreseeable future because it is apparently more abundant there 
now than during the 1980s (Dr. Wes Henson, formerly at Univ. of Tennessee­
Martin; pers. comm.), and it is capable of rapid vegetative growth in shallow 
water which prevails in Carey Basin. 
Henson (1990a) stated that the dense growth he observed in the 
emergent zone would likely precluded further tree seedling establishment. It 
seems likely, however, that many of the saplings currently growing in the water 
willow-dominated marshes must have germinated no more than 20 years ago -
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under dense stands of water willow which would have occurred at that time. 
Baldcypress seedlings were observed growing under water willow during 2002-
2003. The growth habit of water willow promotes the expansion of a floating mat 
that acts as a seedbed for trees (Huffman and Lonard 1983). These floating 
mats help protect seedlings from submergence and death when water levels rise, 
by floating up with the water surface (Huffman and Lonard 1983); therefore it is 
likely that tree species will continue to increase in dominance, and result in a 
significant decline of marshes on Reelfoot Lake. 
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3.  SECRETIVE MARSH BI RDS 
INTRODUCTION 
Secretive marsh birds include American bitterns, least bitterns, common 
snipes, pied-bi l led grebes, American coots, common moorhens, purple gall inules, 
and al l of the ra i ls (Rib ic et al. 1 999). American bitterns, least bitterns, pied-bi l led 
grebes, American coots, common moorhens, purple gal l inules, king ra i ls, Virgin ia 
rai ls, and soras are considered rare to very rare summer residents in Tennessee 
(Nicholson 1 997), and have been reported from the Reelfoot Lake area (Rhoads 
1 895, Ganier 1 933, Crook 1 935, Pickering 1 937, Whittemore 1 937, Simpson 
1 939, Pickering 1 941 , Spofford 1 941 , Mengel 1 965, Pitts 1 985). 
American bitterns have been observed in sparse numbers from mid-May 
to early June on Reelfoot Lake in the past (Ganier 1 933, Pickering 1 941 ). Ganier 
( 1 933) believed they nested on the lake, and Pitts ( 1 985) reported possible 
nesting in the Reelfoot area near Kentucky. Least bitterns were a common 
breeder on the lake in the past (Gan ier 1 933, Whittemore 1 937, Simpson 1 939, 
Pickering 1 941 , Spofford 1 941 , Mengel 1 965 ). Pied-bi l led grebes were 
considered common summer residents (Crook 1 935, Pickering 1 937, Whittemore 
1 937), and Whittemore ( 1 937) observed evidence of breed ing on the lake. 
American coots were once a common nesting species at Reelfoot Lake (Rhoads 
1 895, Ganier 1 933, Crook 1 935, Pickering 1 937, Whittemore 1 937, Simpson 
1 939, Pickering 1 941 ). Common moorhens were considered common to 
abundant there during the breeding season (Gan ier 1 933, Crook 1 935, Pickering 
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1937, Whittemore 1937, Simpson 1939, Pickering 1941, Spofford 1941 ). A small 
"colony'' of nesting purple gallinules was found at Reelfoot in June 1923 (Ganier 
1933). A single purple gallinule was found in a turtle trap on the lake in 1936 
(Whittemore 1937), and the last Reelfoot record consists of 7 adults and a single 
nest from 1984 (Pitts 1985, Nicholson 1997). King rails were common in the 
Reelfoot area (Ganier 1933, Whittemore 1937); although Ganier (1933) only 
found nests in marshes near Reelfoot, Whittemore ( 1937) observed the birds 
often on the lake. Virginia rails were uncommon migrants on Reelfoot ( Ganier 
1933, Pickering 1941 ). Saras were common migrants in the Reelfoot area, but 
not regularly found on the lake (Ganier 1933, Pickering 1941 ). Tennessee 
breeding records exist for Virginia rails and soras, but no nests have been 
observed in the Reelfoot area (Nicholson 1997). 
Secretive marsh birds are dependent on marshes (Gibbs et al. 1992a, 
Gibbs et al. 1992b, Meanley 1992, Conway 1995, Melvin and Gibbs 1996, Muller 
and Storer 1999, Bannor and Kiviat 2002, Brisbin and Mowbray 2002, West and 
Hess 2002). Specialization decreases adaptability (Beecher 1942), and 
secretive marsh birds have specialized bills, feet, and behavioral adaptations that 
restrict them to marshes (Weller and Spatcher 1965). Marshes provide abundant 
food resources (Burger 1985), and freshwater marshes exhibit frequent insect 
emergences (Orians 1961 ). Least bitterns, for example, feed primarily on small 
fishes and insects (mostly Odonata and Orthoptera) that are associated with 
marshes (Gibbs et al. 1992b). Marsh vegetation also provides adequate nesting 
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and brood-rearing cover, and standing water may provide a barrier to many 
mammalian predators (Burger 1 985). 
Many secretive marsh birds are thought to be decl in ing throughout much 
of their range , but this is based primari ly on anecdotal information (Tate 1 986, 
Edd leman et a l .  1 988, Conway et a l .  1 994, Ribic et a l .  1 999). There is enough 
data from the Breeding Bird Survey to suggest significant population declines for 
only American bitterns and king rails (Sauer et a l .  2000), however the Breed ing 
Bird Survey does not adequately sample wetland habitats (Ribic et al. 1 999). As 
an example of uncertainty in population status, the least bittern was l isted by 
FWS as a species of conservation concern in 1 995 (USFWS 1 995), but removed 
from the l ist in 2002 (USFWS 2002) - despite exhibiting population declines 
across much of its range, and being extirpated in others (Gibbs et al. 1 992b). 
For most secretive marsh birds, the 2002 list used prel iminary ranking 
information from the North American Waterbird Conservation Plan (NAWCP) 
(USFWS 2002), although secretive marsh birds as a group have the least 
developed population information of all birds assessed by NAWCP (Timmermans 
and McCracken 2003). Many states l ist several of these species as species of 
special concern (Conway 2002); least bitterns, common moorhens, and king rai ls 
are l isted by TWRA as species "deemed in need of management" which is 
analogous to specia l concern (TDEC 2001 a). American bitterns, least bitterns, 
pied-bil led grebes, American coots, common moorhens, purple gal l inules, king 
rai ls, and Virginia rai ls are l isted as "very" or "extremely" rare by the Tennessee 
Natural Heritage Program (TDEC 2001 a). Although observed recently on 
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Reelfoot during the breeding season (Pitts 1 985), least bitterns, American coots, 
common moorhens, and purple gall inu les appear to have declined at Reelfoot 
Lake (Pitts 1 985, N icholson 1 997). 
Suggested reasons for declin ing population� vary. Some species are 
classified as game birds, but although harvest effects are unknown (Edd leman et 
al .  1 988), hunting is probably sustainable because hunting seasons are usually 
after peak migration (Eddleman et al .  1 985), none are of major interest to 
hunters , and they are relatively difficult to hunt (Hol l iman 1 977). 
Wetland loss is thought to be the greatest contributing factor in the decl ine 
of many secretive marsh bird populations (Edd leman et al .  1 988 , Gibbs et al .  
1 992b ). Wetland area in  the 48 conterminous states decl ined from 89.5 mi l l ion 
ha at European settlement to 42 .7 mi l l ion ha by 1 997 (Dahl 2000). Freshwater 
herbaceous marshes have declined by the greatest percentage (24%) of any 
wetland type since the 1 950s, and comprised only 1 0 .2 mi l l ion ha in 1 997 (Dahl 
2000). The orig inal 1 0 . 1  mi l l ion ha of wetlands in the LMAV declined to just over 
2 mi l l ion ha in 1 978 (Hefner and Brown 1 985). Tennessee has lost 59% (Dahl 
1 990) of its orig inal 81 0,000 ha of wetlands; the majority (89%) remains in west 
Tennessee which includes part of the LMAV (TDEC 1 998). Less than 1 %  of 
Tennessee's remain ing wetlands are dominated by herbaceous plants (Wear and 
Greis 2002) ,  and herbaceous marshes are the easiest wetlands to destroy (Dahl 
2000). Most (87%) wetland destruction resulted from conversion to agricu ltural 
(Tiner 1 984), and the LMAV is a predominantly agricu ltural region . 
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In some instances, habitat degradation through hydrologic manipulation 
probably contributes more to waterbird declines (Reid 1993). Habitat 
degradation includes changes in wetland vegetation that can negatively affect 
secretive marsh birds (Gibbs et al. 1992b, Meanley 1992). For example, least 
bitterns were once suggested to be more abundant at Reelfoot Lake than 
anywhere in the southern United States (Mengel 1965), but - along with other 
secretive marsh birds - are thought to have declined at Reelfoot in recent years 
because of changes in vegetation (Nicholson 1997) that probably resulted from 
hydrologic stabilization. 
Least bitterns are often overlooked by bird surveys because of their 
secretive nature (Gibbs et al . 1992b). In fact, most secretive marsh birds are 
inadequately monitored by current bird survey techniques - such as the Breeding 
Bird Survey - because of small sample sizes, emergent wetlands are often 
inaccessible and inadequately sampled, vegetation is often very dense, and 
secretive marsh birds vocalize infrequently and rarely fly (Bystrak 1981, 
Eddleman et al. 1988). There have been several initiatives (most local in scale) 
to monitor secretive marsh birds, such as various state and provincial programs 
and the Marsh Monitoring Program of the Great Lakes region (Timmermans and 
McCracken 2003). The methods of these initiatives are too variable for 
comparisons across regions, and none are at a scale that allows species-specific 
population estimates or trends continent-wide (Timmermans and McCracken 
2003). Because of habitat loss, threats to existing habitat, and the endangered 
status of some races of secretive marsh birds, it is important to monitor their 
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status (Eddleman et al. 1988). However, no monitoring program adequately 
monitors populations and trends continent-wide (Conway and Gibbs 2001 ). 
The North American Bird Conservation Initiative (NABCI) attempts to 
coordinate conservation of all birds throughout North America through 
cooperation between several governmental and non-governmental initiatives, 
such as NAWCP. NABCI has 2 primary goals: set population goals to 1) guide 
habitat-based conservation and 2) prioritize management and recovery actions 
(Timmermans and McCracken 2003 ). NAWCP is responsible for monitoring 
seabirds, colonial waterbirds, and secretive marsh birds. It is the least developed 
initiative within NABCI, and less is known about population status and critical 
habitat requirements for secretive marsh birds than other species within NAWCP 
(Timmermans and McCracken 2003). Information gaps and needs for monitoring 
protocols have been identified (Ribic et al. 1999), resulting in the creation of an 
interim standardized North American marsh bird monitoring protocol (Conway 
2002). This protocol is currently being field tested and continually updated (Dr. 
Courtney Conway, University of Arizona; pers. comm.). A final protocol will be 
issued in 2005 (Timmermans and McCracken 2003 ). 
Several secretive marsh bird species are listed by TWRA as species 
"deemed in need of management," and "should be investigated in order to 
develop information relating to populations, d istribution, habitat needs, limiting 
factors, and other biological and ecological data to determine management 
measures necessary for their continued ability to sustain themselves 
successfully" (TDEC 2001 b). Since most of Tennessee's remaining wetlands are 
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in west Tennessee (TDEC 1998), and because Reelfoot Lake has supported 
populations of most of Tennessee's rare secretive marsh birds in the past (yet 
appears to have exhibited population declines for each of these species), the 
Reelfoot Lake area could be studied to assess population status and 
management options to help secure population recovery of secretive marsh birds 
in Tennessee. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this chapter are to 1) describe the secretive marsh bird 
community using Reelfoot Lake and adjacent marshes on Black Bayou 
Waterfowl Refuge and Reelfoot Lake Wildlife Management Area Wheelchair 
Blind Area (hereafter , both referred to as Black Bayou; Figure 9), and 2) evaluate 
the interim North American marsh bird monitoring protocol. 
METHODS 
Surveys 
Surveys for secretive marsh birds were conducted on Reelfoot and Black 
Bayou from May through June, 2003. Survey methods followed the interim North 
American marsh bird monitoring protocol (Conway 2002). A 400 x 400 m grid 
with numbered cells was placed on DOQQs in ArcView GIS to randomly select 
the first survey point. The first point was placed at the closest emergent 
vegetation edge from the southwest corner of the first randomly selected cell with 
emergent vegetation. This was restricted to open water/emergent vegetation 
edges on the lake, and upland/emergent vegetation edges on Black Bayou. This 
difference was because points were more accessible by boat on the lake and by 
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foot on Black Bayou. After choosing the starting point, add itional points were 
placed every 400 m in areas with � 0.5 ha of emergent vegetation to reduce 
double counting of ind ividual birds. All point locations were recorded with a GPS 
unit. Fifty points were established includ ing 45 on Reelfoot Lake and 5 on Black 
Bayou (Figure 10). 
Each survey consisted of a passive and call broadcast phase. The 
passive phase consisted of 5 min of passive listening. The call broadcast phase 
consisted of playing record ings (to elicit responses) of the primary advertising call 
for 30 sec (interspersed with 5 sec of silence), followed by 30 sec of silence, for 
each of 9 target species. Species record ings were played in order from least to 
most intrusive, and included only primary target species of the protocol (Conway 
2002) that might be found in the Reelfoot area (Nicholson 1997). The species 
included were, in order: least bittern, sora, Virginia rail, king rail, American bittern, 
common moorhen, purple gallinule, American coot, and pied-billed grebe. Each 
survey lasted 14 min (5 min passive, 9 min broadcasts). Volume of broadcasts 
was approximately 90 db 1 m in front of the speakers (measured with a d igital 
sound level meter). 
Observations began upon arrival at the survey point (no settling period 
was used). Species and the distance from plot center where the bird was first 
observed were recorded . The first observation of each ind ividual was recorded 
in 1 of 14 1-min intervals ( 5 min passive, 9 min call broadcast). All surveys were 
conducted between sunrise and 11 :00 am, but none were conducted when winds 
exceeded 20 km/h or during sustained rain. Conway (2002) suggested end ing. 
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surveys at 1 1  :00 am, but the latest version of the protocol (Conway 2003) 
suggests ending the surveys at 1 0 :00 am; most surveys (86. 7%) were completed 
by 1 0 :00 am. Observations made before and after surveys were noted , but not 
used in statistica l analyses. 
Each site was surveyed 3 times during the breeding season, resulting in 
1 50 surveys. The protocol suggested al l  sites be sampled once during each of 3 
1 0-day survey rounds, and each 1 0-day round be separated by 7 days with 2 
weeks between replicate surveys per point. My surveys were conducted 1 3  May-
23 June 2003 (round 1 :  1 3  May-20 May, round 2: 29 May-4 June, round 3: 1 6  
June-23 June). They were conducted within 8-day survey rounds with 9-1 2 days 
between rounds. Most repl icates were separated by at least 2 weeks, a lthough 
weather constraints occasional ly required sl ightly earl ier visits. 
Habitat data 
Maps with 60-m radius circles around each survey point were printed from 
DOQQs (taken during the 1 990s). These maps were taken to each point, and 
vegetation types were delineated on them. The vegetation types that were 
delineated were: cutgrass (includ ing cattai l  because of low occurrence and 
similar structural characteristics), water wil low, floating leaf emergents (primari ly 
spatterdock), woody species, other emergents, and open water. The maps were 
used to d igitize vegetation types within 60 m around each survey point using 
ArcView. The XTools extension was used in ArcView to calcu late area of each 
vegetation type. Presence of cutgrass was noted in each 60-m plot. If present, it 
was noted as either 1 )  islands (� 4 x 4 m) surrounded by open water, 2) strips 
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along the open water edge of the larger contiguous marsh, 3) patches (� 4 x 4 m) 
within the larger contiguous marsh, or 4) the dominant vegetation type. The 
numbers of tal l (� 5 m above marsh vegetation), medium (< 5 m, > 1 m above 
marsh vegetation) ,  and short (� 1 m above marsh vegetation) trees were counted 
within each 60-m rad ius plot. Water depth was also recorded .  All habitat 
variables were measured early September, 2003. The average water depth for 
each point during the 3 survey rounds was calculated using the water depth and 
gage data from September in conjunction with water gage data from the 3 survey 
dates. 
Data analyses 
Least bitterns were the only species with enough observations for 
statistical analyses. Detection probabi l ities should be calculated separately for 
any instance when detection probabi l ity is thought to d iffer substantial ly 
(Thompson 2002). Detection probabi l ities have been shown to d iffer greatly for 
secretive marsh birds between passive and broadcast surveys and at d ifferent 
stages in the breed ing cycle (Conway and Gibbs 2001 , Bogner and Baldassarre 
2002) .  Least bittern detection probabi l ity was estimated for the passive and 
broadcast phases together and separately, using capture-recapture models 
(Farnsworth et al. 2002), but there were too few observations to calculate 
detection probabi l ities for each passive/broadcast-survey round combination or 
each survey round separately. Density and population estimates of least bitterns 
on Reelfoot during the summer of 2003 were estimated using the above 
detection probabi l ities and the estimate of 5 1 3 . 1  ha of marsh (see Plant 
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Communities chapter). Because each survey plot was a 200-m radius plot with 
marsh vegetation typical ly only present in half of the plot, the area sampled was 
approximately 31 4 ha. Estimates were made based on the detection 
probabi l ities for passive and broadcast phases, separately and combined - using 
number of observations made during that particular part of the survey (e .g. , only 
observations made during the passive phase were used to calculate density and 
population size based on the detection probabil ity during the passive phase). 
The number of observations per point used for these calcu lations was the 
number of observations during the survey phase of interest (passive, broadcast, 
fi rst 5 min of broadcast, passive and broadcast combined ), during the survey 
round with the most observations for that survey phase. For example, if 2 birds 
were observed at point # 1 during the passive phase of the fi rst survey round , but 
only 1 was observed there during the passive phase of the last 2 survey rounds, 
2 observations would be used to ca lculate the number present based on the 
passive detection probabi l ity. 
A ch i-square test of independence (PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1 999) was 
used to test for d ifferences in the number of least bittern observations between 
passive and broadcast phases for al l  3 rounds, together and separately. To 
standard ize for time, only the first 5 min of broadcasts were used for this test. A 
ch i-square test (PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1 999) was also used to test for 
differences in the number of observations by 1 -min intervals during surveys .. 
These 2 tests helped determine if least bitterns responded greater during 
broadcasts, and if this differed through the breed ing season. These data wi l l  also 
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help refine timing of surveys, and were used to evaluate the interim monitoring 
protocol. 
Logistic regression with stepwise selection (PROC LOGISTIC, SAS 
Institute 1999) was used to analyze the relationship between least bittern 
presence/absence and the habitat variables. Logistic regression was chosen 
because presence/absence data were more meaningful than abundance. For 
example, 23 of the 30 points with least bittern observations had only 1 
observation during any given survey, 6 points had 2, and 1 point had 3. Number 
of observations at each point for all 3 survey rounds combined could not be used 
because many of these are likely repeat observations of the same individual. A 
Wilcoxon two-sample test (PROC NPAR1WAY, SAS Institute 1999) was used to 
test for differences in the mean values of the habitat variables between points 
with and without least bittern observations. 
RESULTS 
Sixty-six observations were made of 4 of the 9 target species during 
surveys: least bittern (39 on Reelfoot, 10 on Black Bayou), pied-billed grebe (11 
on Black Bayou), common moorhen (1 on Reelfoot, 4 on Black Bayou), and king 
rail (1 on Black Bayou). Two American coots were observed while traveling 
between points (1 on Reelfoot, 1 on Black Bayou), but only observations made 
during surveys are included in the following calculations. Because of small 
sample sizes, all marsh birds except least bitterns are considered together in the 
following results. Least bittern results are then given separately. 
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Al l marsh birds except least bitterns 
Basic statistics Pied-billed grebes, common moorhens, and king rails were 
observed 17 times during 7 (4.7%) of the 150 surveys (a survey is an individual 
sampling event; 50 points sampled 3 times each = 150 surveys) at 4 (8%) of the 
50 points. Four (23.5%) observations were during the first survey round , 9 (53%) 
during the second, and 4 (23.5%) during the third. Of the 4 points with at least 1 
observation, 1 was on Reelfoot Lake, and 3 were on Black Bayou. All 
observations were before 9:00 am (Table 3). 
Effects of call broadcasts Eleven (64.7%) birds were first detected during the 
passive phase, and 6 (35.3%) were first detected during broadcasts. Of the 6 
observations during the broadcast phase, only 2 were made after the broadcast 
call of that particular species (the others were observed before their call was 
played). All pied-billed grebe observations were made before the pied-billed 
grebe broadcast. Four of the 5 common moorhen observations were made 
before the common moorhen broadcast. The only king rail observation was 
made after the king rail broadcast. 
Habitat associations All pied-billed grebe observations were made on Black 
Bayou-North, unit # 5 (Figure 9). This unit was characterized by hemi-marsh 
conditions ( characterized by relatively even proportions of open water and 
vegetation) (Weller and Spatcher 1965) with cutgrass virtually the only emergent 
plant. Water depths averaged 0.5-1 m. There were 6 common moorhen 
observations - 5 during surveys and 1 while traveling between survey points. 
Four observations made during surveys were from the same Black Bayou unit as 
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the pied-billed grebe observations. One observation during a survey on Reelfoot 
was at the south end of Brewer's Bar in a small patch of cutgrass at the edge of a 
water willow marsh, with spatterdock at the open water edge. One was flushed 
between surveys from spatterdock near Goose Pen, adjacent to a large area 
dominated by spatterdock and bordered by cutgrass and water willow. The only 
king rail observed was heard calling from a patch of spike rush (Eleocharis sp.) 
growing underneath a small grove of black willow on Black Bayou-North, unit # 4 
(Figure 9). The American coot found on Black Bayou-North, unit # 5 was 
swimming in flooded, dead rattlebox (Sesbania sp.), and the American coot 
found on Reelfoot was flushed from a large area of spatterdock in Carey Basin. 
Least bitterns 
Basic statistics Least bitterns were observed 49 times during 41 (27.3%) of 
the 150 surveys at 30 (60%) of the 50 points. Fourteen least bitterns were 
observed on Reelfoot while traveling between points, but only birds observed 
during surveys are considered in the following calculations. The 49 observations 
probably did not represent 49 different birds because some observations 
occurred at the same point during multiple survey rounds. There were 20 ( 40%) 
points with O least bittern observations during all 3 survey rounds, 21 (42%) 
points with at least 1 observation during only 1 round, 7 (14%) points with at least 
1 observation during 2 rounds, and 2 (4%) points with at least 1 observation 
during all 3 rounds. Of the 30 points with at least 1 observation, 27 (90%) were 
on Reelfoot Lake, and 3 ( 10%) were on Black Bayou (80% of points were on 
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Reelfoot and 20% were on Black Bayou). Most (93.9%) observations were 
before 1 0 :00 am (Table 3). 
Detection probability/population estimates The detection probabi l ity for least 
bitterns was calculated using capture-recapture models (Farnsworth et a l .  2002) 
wh ich actually estimate the probabi l ity that a bird observed during an initial time 
interval wi l l be observed in a subsequent time interval .  Using this estimate as the 
detection rate for all least bitterns present may be mislead ing because there is no 
way to know how many least bitterns were actua lly present but not observed . If 
th is number was large, the actua l detection probabi l ity may be much lower than 
reported . Least bittern detection probabil ity for passive and broadcast phases 
together (totaled for all 3 survey rounds) was 0.65 (se = 0 . 1 8). Passive detection 
probabi l ity was 0.34 (se = 0.55), and broadcast detection probabil ity was 0.92 (se 
= 0 .60). If calcu lation of the broadcast detection probabil ity was restricted to the 
first 5 minutes of broadcasts (to standardize comparisons for time), it changed to 
0.83 (se = 0 . 1 1 ) .  I t  appears that ca ll broadcasts increased detection probabil ity 
for least bitterns over passive l istening , but standard errors are large because of 
small sample sizes. Population estimates ranged from 55-95 (Table 4). Density 
estimates ranged from 0 . 1 1 /ha-0. 1 9/ha (Table 4). 
Effects of call broadcasts Eighteen (36. 7%) birds were first detected during 
the passive phase, and 31  (63 .3%) were first detected during broadcasts. The 
formula 
# first detected during broadcasts - # first detected during passive 
# first detected during passive 
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(Gibbs and Melvin 1993) shows that the broadcast phase had 72.2% more 
observations than the passive phase (not accounting for differences in time 
between passive and broadcast phases, 5 and 9 min respectively). If only the 
first 5 min of broadcasts are used to standardize for time (5 min after the least 
bittern call), the formula shows broadcasts had 38 .9% more observations than 
the passive phase. The chi-square test (PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1999) 
indicated that the number of passive and broadcast observations did not differ (P 
> 0.2) (Table 5). Although a chi-square test (PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1999) 
did find that the number of observations by 1-min intervals (Table 6) differed from 
expected (P < 0.02), this difference was only marginally significant (P < 0.08) 
when reanalyzed including all 5 min of passive and only the first 5 min of 
broadcasts. The number of observations by 1-min intervals during just the 9 min 
of broadcasts differed from expected (P < 0.003). In all 3 cases, the 1 min during 
least bittern broadcasts had more observations than any other (Table 6). 
The number of observations during each round differed from expected (P 
< 0.04; PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1999) with more occurring during the third 
round than the first 2 (round 1 :  9, round 2: 16, round 3:  24 ). The number of 
observations during the passive phase did not differ among rounds (P > 0.5; 
PROC FREQ, SAS Institute 1999), but the difference in broadcast observations 
(all 9 min of broadcasts) by round was marginally significant (P < 0.06; PROC 
FREQ, SAS Institute 1999) (Table 7). 
Habitat associations Logistic regression with stepwise selection (PROC 
LOGISTIC, SAS Institute 1999) testing the association among least bitterns and 
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habitat variables found only the percent cover of cutgrass to be significant 
(parameter estimate = 7.76, Wald chi-square = 4.70, P < 0.04); all other P-values 
were > 0.05. A Wilcoxon two-sample test (PROC NPAR1 WAY, SAS Institute 
1 999) found points with least bittern observations had more percent cover of 
cutgrass (P < 0.03), less percent cover of woody vegetation (P  < 0.03), and fewer 
ta ll trees (> 5 m above marsh vegetation) (P < 0.008) than points without least 
bittern observations (Table 8). 
DISCUSSION 
Protocol evaluation 
To ensure nationwide implementation, the secretive marsh bird protocol 
(Conway 2003) wi ll rely heavi ly on volunteer surveyors so protocol 
recommendations should be relatively simple to not dissuade participation by 
volunteers (Ribic et al .  1 999). Distance estimates to birds wi l l  be improved if 
surveyors are provided with printed , relatively recent DOQQs with 50-m and 1 00-
m radius circles buffering each survey point. The configuration of the 
marsh/open-water edge and the 50-m and 1 00-m rad ius circles wi l l faci l itate 
distance estimation. This may be less useful in wetlands with more dynamic 
water-level management and vegetation changes than occurs on Reelfoot Lake. 
The protocol should discourage the use of tapes rather than CDs because tapes 
have high-volume background noise that can interfere with detections. The latest 
version of the protocol suggests end ing surveys at 1 0 :00 am (Conway 2003), 
which is an improvement because vocalizations in this study decreased after 
1 0 :00 am. Replicate surveys per point should not be spaced > 2 weeks apart. 
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Since least bitterns are more responsive during early stages in the breeding 
cycle (Bogner and Baldassarre 2002), spacing repl icate surveys > 2 weeks apart 
may increase the l ikelihood of missing the period of peak vocal izations. 
The protocol also suggests ca lculating the area of the major vegetation 
types with in 50 m of each survey point (Conway 2003), which is a somewhat 
arbitrary distance and may yield mislead ing conclusions on some wetlands. For 
example, 50-m buffers in small marshes may have re latively large amounts of 
trees or upland habitats that are unused by secretive marsh birds, and if birds are 
present in those marshes the habitat analysis may ind icate that trees or uplands 
are important components of marsh bird habitats when in reality they are not. 
The dominant vegetation types within a distance deemed appropriate for a given 
area can be traced on printed DOQQs with the chosen distance buffered around 
each point. These maps can be digitized in ArcView and analyzed at any scale 
up to the buffer distance the local manager deems appropriate (but should be 
analyzed at the same scale for al l  po ints being analyzed together). Choosing the 
vegetation sampl ing d istance based on the d istance from which a majority of 
birds were observed may bias results because secretive marsh birds frequently 
approach observers during broadcasts before being observed (Swift et a l .  1 988 , 
Gibbs and Melvin 1 993, Lor and Malecki 2002). Responding males may only 
respond from within their territory, but females without a mate may be prone to 
approach record ings in areas they would not norma lly choose as habitat . 
Observations are to be made during 3 rounds at each point, but the protocol did 
not specify what to use as the dependent variable in  habitat analyses. Total 
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observations should not be used because many of these are likely repeat 
observations of the same individual during multiple surveys. The number of 
observations at a given point during the survey round with the most observations 
for that point should be used as the dependent variable to ensure no point 
appears to support more birds than it does. 
The protocol suggests surveying sites � 3 times during the breeding 
season with 2 weeks between visits (Conway 2003) because Gibbs and Melvin 
(1993) found 3 visits were needed to determine presence/absence at sites with 
90% certainty. There is no reason to assume that factors affecting detection 
probability, such as local density and time of morning during each survey 
(Conway and Gibbs 2001 ), in their study (Gibbs and Melvin 1993) are equal to all 
other study sites. Therefore 90% certainty of presence/absence cannot be 
guaranteed with � 3 visits. At least 3 visits are highly recommended because of 
the very low detection probabilities of many secretive marsh bird species 
(Conway and Gibbs 2001, Bogner and Baldassarre 2002), but visits should not 
be so regular that birds become accustomed to broadcasts. 
There is conflicting information on least bittern responsiveness to 
broadcasts. Some studies found broadcasts increased detections (Swift et al. 
1988, Gibbs and Melvin 1993, Conway and Gibbs 2001, Bogner and Baldassarre 
2002) and others indicated they decreased detections or had no effect (Manci 
and Rusch 1988, Paine 1997, Lor and Malecki 2002). Bogner and Baldassarre 
(2002) radio-marked least bitterns after luring them into a mist net by playing 
least bittern calls. These birds were subjected to passive and broadcast surveys 
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in the field and were observed during 9.5% of passive surveys and 25.4% of 
broadcast surveys. In  a similar experiment, Conway and Gibbs (2001 ) found 
radio-marked least bitterns were observed during 0% of passive surveys and 
1 2 .5% of broadcast surveys . These detection rates may have biases associated 
with them too. There is no guarantee that a bird heard call ing from thick marsh 
vegetation is the marked bird rather than one nearby. Also , 2 potential opposing 
biases are associated with the way the marked birds were captured . The birds 
chosen by Bogner and Baldassarre (2002) were known to respond to broadcasts 
(that is how they were lured into mist nets), and may be more prone to respond 
to least bittern broadcasts than are least bitterns in general (true detection 
probabil ity may be less during broadcasts than reported); or after being trapped 
in mist nets, the birds may be cond itioned against respond ing to broadcasts at 
the level they normally would (true detection probabil ity may be more during 
broadcasts than reported). 
Although least bittern detection probabi lity appeared greater during 
broadcasts during this study and there were more observations during 
broadcasts ( even when accounted for time), there was no statistical d ifference in 
numbers of observations. This may be due to smal l  sample size. Also, 
comparing 5 min of passive l istening to 30 sec of ca lls is not an equal 
comparison.  Although there were 9 min of broadcasts with 1 min ded icated to 
least bitterns, only 30 sec were actually of least bittern calls .  The broadcast 
phase in this study was actually 30 sec of calls and 8 .5 min of passive l istening 
for least bitterns ( if other species' broadcasts are ignored ). A stimulus was 
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introduced with the 30 sec of broadcasts, but there is no way to know the lasting 
effect of that stimulus. Bogner and Baldassarre (2002) used 5 min of calls during 
their broadcast phase so even if all factors influencing detection probability were 
equal between study sites, a detection probability of 25.4% during broadcasts 
cannot be assumed for this study because of different broadcast duration. 
Detection probability probably increases with increased duration of calls 
during broadcasts. During this study, 11 observations were made during the 1 
min least bittern portion and observations declined thereafter. Bogner and 
Baldassarre (2002) found only 22% of detections made initially during broadcasts 
were made during the first min of calls (and that included 1 min of calls rather 
that 30 sec of calls and 30 sec of silence). The duration of calls should probably 
be increased for the nationwide protocol, but because of reliance on volunteers it 
probably cannot be increased much ( especially if many species are included in 
the survey). 
The protocol suggests using distance sampling to obtain densities 
(Conway 2003), but several distance sampling assumptions are likely violated 
often during marsh bird surveys (Hutto and Young 2003). The probability of 
detecting secretive marsh birds at or near each survey point is unlikely to equal 
1.0. In fact, pied-billed grebes may not respond within 25 m of an observer 
(Gibbs and Melvin 1993, and this study). Responsive movement is commonly 
observed among secretive marsh birds (Swift et al. 1988, Lor and Malecki 2002, 
and this study). Distance estimation is problematic, especially when most 
detections are by sound alone and sampling occurs in dense vegetation. 
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Population estimates 
There are uncertainties associated with the population estimates. 
Because the proportion of radio-marked least bitterns that are observed during a 
survey can be as low as 9.5% during passive surveys and 25.4% during 
broadcasts (Bogner and Baldassarre 2002), the estimates presented here based 
only on birds that were already observed are probably much greater than the true 
detection probabilities (i.e. , there may have been many birds present but not 
observed). Also, most of the observed birds were males. Assuming 1 female 
was present each time a male was observed would indicate these estimates are 
even less accurate. The population estimates assume that all of the 513.1 ha of 
marsh were suitable habitat for least bitterns, but much of this area is part of 
large, contiguous marshes. Least bitterns prefer nest sites within 1 0 m of open 
water (Gibbs et al. 1992b), and none were observed > 20 m from open water 
during this study - suggesting that not all of the marsh should be used to 
calculate population estimates ( densities would remain the same, but population 
estimates would be less). 
Habitat associations 
More secretive marsh bird species were observed on a 21-ha area of 
Black Bayou (n = 5) than sampled areas on Reelfoot Lake (n = 3) during this 
study, and only 6% of the total sampling effort was devoted to this part of Black 
Bayou. The dominant vegetation on Black Bayou is cutgrass, and on Reelfoot it 
is water willow. Cutgrass used to be the dominant plant in Reelfoot marshes, 
and marsh birds were associated with it in the past. Following water-level 
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stabilization, water willow replaced cutgrass as the dominant plant in Reelfoot 
marshes. Although the relationship between secretive marsh birds and cutgrass 
was not quantified in the past, cutgrass was found to be a significant factor for 
secretive marsh bird communities in this study. Several secretive marsh bird 
species were frequently observed at once in numbers � 20 in the past without 
using call broadcasts (Ganier 1933, Crook 1935, Whittemore 1937). Even with 
the use of call broadcasts, at no time during this study were 20 birds seen at 
once - rarely were 2 birds observed at once. The apparent decline of secretive 
marsh birds on Reelfoot Lake has coincided with vegetation changes on the lake 
and may be due to differences in structural characteristics of the dominant plant 
species. Differences in the structural characteristics between cutgrass and water 
willow may result in differences in suitability of each species for secretive marsh 
bird habitat - especially nesting habitat (see Appendix for nest data). 
Pied-billed grebe Pied-billed grebes were fairly common near cutgrass 
marshes on Reelfoot during the breeding season in the past, and family groups 
were observed on several occasions (Crook 1935, Whittemore 1937). Pied-billed 
grebes in this study were only found in cutgrass hemi-marshes on Black Bayou. 
Wetlands with increasing amounts of shrubs and trees usually have fewer pied­
billed grebes (Gibbs et al. 1991, Kirk et al. 2001 ). Many trees have become 
established in water willow-dominated marshes on Reelfoot, and water willow is 
a shrub that may be unsuitable pied-billed grebe habitat. Pied-billed grebes used 
parts of Reelfoot with dense growths of SAV in the past (Crook 1935), and used 
wetlands in Maine with more SAV than unused wetlands (Gibbs et al. 1991 ); but 
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SAV has declined on Reelfoot since the introduction of grass carp (Henson 
1 990c). These factors probably contribute to why pied-billed grebes were only 
found on Black Bayou during this study. 
Common moorhen Twenty common moorhens were frequently seen at once 
near cutgrass marshes on Reelfoot during the breeding season in the past 
(Ganier 1933, Crook 1935, Whittemore 1 937). Common moorhens in this study 
were found in cutgrass hemi-marshes, and areas with a small component of 
cutgrass but a large spatterdock component. Common moorhens are thought to 
prefer sites with narrow-leaved persistent emergent vegetation, dense SAV, and 
dense floating leaf vegetation all evenly interspersed with open water (Brackney 
and Boekhout 1 982, Bannor and Kiviat 2002). Dominant plants near nests are 
typically cattail or other grass-like plants (Bannor and Kiviat 2002). Common 
moorhen abundance is negatively related to trees and shrubs (Kirk et al. 2001 ). 
Common moorhen nests on Reelfoot were recorded only in cutgrass in the past 
(Ganier 1933, Simpson 1 939, Pickering 1941 ). They fed largely on SAV under 
spatterdock, and sought cover in cutgrass. (Simpson 1939). Common moorhens 
have probably declined on Reelfoot (Nicholson 1997) due to the succession of 
cutgrass by dense stands of water willow with many young trees. Large areas of 
spatterdock still exist on Reelfoot; but most are adjacent to water willow marshes, 
and the introduction of grass carp has reduced SAV (Henson 1990c). These 
factors are probably why relatively few common moorhens currently use Reelfoot 
Lake. 
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King rail King rai ls are l isted as endangered or some other term ind icating 
conservation concern by 1 4  states and provinces in the Mississippi Flyway, 
including Tennessee. King rails were probably not original ly abundant in 
Tennessee, but were considered fai rly common during the breed ing season in 
Reelfoot cutgrass marshes (Whittemore 1 937). The only king rai l  observation 
during this study was on Black Bayou in shal lowly-flooded spike rush under a 
canopy of black wil low, at the edge of a pool surrounded by spike rush . King rai l  
breed ing habitat is usual ly dominated by grass-l ike plants (Meanley 1 992). 
Water levels in th is pool were al lowed to fluctuate . Nests are often placed over 
0-25 cm of water, and foraging sites are < 1 0  cm deep (Meanley 1 969) .  
Drawdowns are important for brood-rearing habitat (Meanley 1 969). Stabil ized 
water levels on Reelfoot have allowed water wi l low to replace cutgrass, and have 
virtual ly el iminated shal low water and exposed mudflats for foraging king rai l  
broods. Grass-l ike vegetation and fluctuating water levels predominate at Black 
Bayou, and this is probably why the only king ra i l  was found there and none were 
found on Reelfoot. 
American coot As many as 75 American coots were observed at once during 
the breed ing season near cutgrass marshes on Reelfoot in the past (Ganier 
1 933, Crook 1 935). The American coot observed on Black Bayou during this 
study was swimming in flooded , dead rattlebox, adjacent to a larger cutgrass 
hemi-marsh. The American coot observed on Reelfoot was found in a large area 
with dense SAV under spatterdock, bordered by cattai l .  American coots most 
commonly nest in grass-l ike plants evenly interspersed with open water (Brisbin 
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and Mowbray 2002). In  the past, American coots on Reelfoot nested primarily in 
cutgrass (Ganier 1 933, Simpson 1 939), and foraged mostly on SAV under 
floating leaf vegetation (Simpson 1 939). The breed ing American coot population 
on Reelfoot has sharply decli ned (Pitts 1 985), possibly due to the succession of 
cutgrass by water wil low after water-level stabil ization and the decl ine of SAV 
since the introduction of grass carp. 
Least bittern Least bitterns were relatively abundant in Reelfoot cutgrass 
marshes in the past (Table 9). During this study, least bitterns were more 
commonly found at sites with more cutgrass (parameter estimate = 7.76, Wald 
chi-square = 4. 70, P < 0.04 ) .  There was no sign ificant relationship between least 
bitterns and percent cover of water wil low. Sites with least bitterns had less 
woody cover (P < 0 .03) (primarily fewer trees > 5 m above marsh vegetation ,  P < 
0.008) than sites without least bitterns. 
Although log istic regression found no sign ificant re lationship between least 
bitterns and woody cover or ta ll trees, a Wi lcoxon two-sample test d id find points 
with least bittern observations had less woody cover and fewer ta ll trees . This 
could be related to predation .  Potential avian predators include American crows, 
raptors, blackbirds, and blue jays (Bent 1 926, Wel ler 1 961  ). Avian predators 
may use trees as perches from which they search for prey. Least bitterns may 
avoid sites with ta ll trees when selecting nest sites because of increased 
predation and decreased nest success. Negative associations with woody 
species have been observed in other parts of the least bittern's range (Kirk et al .  
200 1 ). 
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It is not surprising that water wi l low had no statistical relationship with 
least bitterns, given its ubiquitous nature on Reelfoot Lake. Most sites had 
relatively large amounts of water wil low whether or not least bitterns were 
present. Given the fact that cutgrass has been shown to be important for least 
bitterns, and the fact that water wi l low has replaced most cutgrass on Reelfoot, it 
can be inferred that the widespread establ ishment of water wi l low on Reelfoot 
Lake has negatively affected least bitterns. 
Bird-habitat associations can vary geographical ly, and it is important to 
know specific bird-habitat associations in the region of interest (Ribic et a l .  1 999). 
The association with tal l ,  grass-l ike plants (primari ly catta i l )  in the north may be 
because cattai l  is the most common emergent plant in northern marshes 
(Frederick et a l .  1 990). Although water wi l low is the most common emergent in 
Reelfoot marshes, it is not important to least bitterns. Cutgrass is important to 
least bitterns in parts of the LMA V, and they have been found nesting colonial ly 
in cutgrass there (Arnold and Nelson 2002 , Nelson 2003). Least bitterns used 
cutgrass at Reelfoot Lake in the past ( Ganier 1 933, Whittemore 1 937, S impson 
1 939 , Pickering 1 941 , Mengel 1 965) and it continues to be important to least 
bitterns using the lake and surrounding wetlands. 
There are several possible reasons why cutgrass is more important to 
least bitterns than water wil low. Most reasons are related to the structura l  
characteristics of both plants, and their effects on nesting . Species of plant may 
not be as important for nesting habitat as is plant form (Burger 1 985). Least 
bittern breeding habitat is most commonly associated with ta l l ,  grass-l ike plants 
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(Gibbs et al. 1992b). Scrub-shrub wetlands support relatively few waterbird 
species (Gibbs and Melvin 1993), and shrubs have been shown to be a negative 
pred ictor of least bittern abundance (Kirk et al. 2001 ). 
The base of water willow plants (Figure 11) is the only part structurally 
secure enough to support a least bittern nest, and these stems are probably 
impossible for least bitterns to break or bend. Nests built in cutgrass are built by 
bend ing over and weaving together leaves from the nest plant. This is 
impossible with water willow because least bitterns cannot manipulate its stems. 
Sticks must be wedged between adjacent stems from a single root mass, and 
then placed on top of one another until a nest is made. One nest found in water 
willow during this study appeared structurally insecure (more so than a typical 
least bittern nest). The "bowl" of the nest was very shallow, and the eggs were 
on the verge of rolling out. One least bittern nest in New York constructed in 
water willow was also structurally insecure and ultimately abandoned (Heid i 
Bogner, New York Department of Environmental Conservation; pers. comm.). 
Water willow is not unusable by least bitterns, however, cutgrass is more 
important for least bitterns on Reelfoot and Black Bayou. These results are 
derived from only 1 breed ing season, and could be biased . The results are likely 
true, however, because of the biology of least bitterns, water willow, and 
cutgrass. 
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4. MARSH SONGBIRDS 
INTRODUCTION 
Relatively few songbird species use marshes compared to other more 
structurally diverse systems such as forests (Burger 1985, Craig and Beal 1992), 
but many species are dependent upon marshes (Burger 1985). Marshes provide 
abundant food resources and nesting and brood-rearing cover. Standing water 
may provide a barrier to many mammalian predators (Burger 1985). Since the 
1950s, freshwater marshes have declined by the greatest percentage of any 
other wetland type in the 48 conterminous states (Dahl 2000). Although bird 
diversity is generally lower in marshes, marsh conservation is important because 
many species depend on them and many marshes have been lost. 
Water-level fluctuation affects bird use of wetlands by several means, 
including its influence on plant establishment (Kushlan 1989). Fluctuating water 
levels promote hemi-marsh conditions that support relatively large numbers and 
a greater diversity of marsh songbirds (Weller and Spatcher 1965). In fact, most 
individuals of all species nesting in marshes at Agassiz National Wildlife Refuge 
in Minnesota were found nesting within 30 m of open water (Burger 1985). 
Wetland alteration may currently negatively affect more wetland-dependent birds 
than wetland loss (Reid 1993). Water-level stabilization on Reelfoot has resulted 
in vegetation succession from cutgrass to large uninterrupted stands of water 
willow - 2 structurally dissimilar plants. Plant structure is an important factor in 
nesting habitat suitability (Burger 1985). The succession from cutgrass to water 
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wi llow is believed to have negatively affected secretive marsh bird nesting habitat 
on Reelfoot. Woody growth is increasing and replacing areas formerly 
dominated by marsh vegetation on Reelfoot. It is of i nterest how these 
vegetation changes have affected songbirds using the marshes on Reelfoot. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this chapter are to 1 )  describe the songbird community 
using Reelfoot Lake marshes, and 2) to determine the vegetation characteristics 
that are important to these birds. 
METHODS 
Songbird surveys were conducted at 73 locations in  marsh vegetation 
during the breeding seasons of 2002 and 2003 (36 during 2002, 37 during 2003). 
Points differed between years because of increased d istances between points 
the second year and because points were placed across a larger geographic 
area of the lake during the second year. All survey locations within  each year 
were separated by at least 1 00 m. Each 1 0-min survey consisted of record ing al l 
birds seen or heard within a 25 m rad ius circle with in the first 3 min, next 2 min ,  
and last 5 min. Col lecting observations into these time intervals al lowed 
estimation of detection probabil ities using capture-recapture models (Farnsworth 
et al .  2002). The percent cover of cutgrass, water willow, floating leaf vegetation, 
woody species, and open water within each 25 m radius circle was determined 
and used in habitat analyses. Logistic regression with stepwise selection (PROC 
LOG ISTIC, SAS Institute 1 999) was used to determine relationsh ips between the 
6 species observed � 1 O times and vegetation characteristics . This was done 
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using unadjusted data and data adjusted for the detection probability for the 5 
species with estimable detection probabilities. Observed songbird species were 
separated into 2 groups - those associated with closed-canopy forests and those 
associated with open habitats (Table 10). Logistic regression with stepwise 
selection (PROC LOGISTIC, SAS Institute 1999) was used to determine 
relationships between these groups and vegetation characteristics. 
RESULTS 
Twenty-three songbird species were observed during surveys (Table 11 ). 
Ten were observed during 2002 and 23 during 2003 (the 10 from 2002 and an 
additional 13). Few individuals of each species were observed, with only 6 
species observed � 10 times (Table 11 ). Detection probabi lities were calculated 
for 16 of the species (including 5 of the 6 with � 10 observations) - the others 
were inestimable {Table 12). 
Logistic regression results from data adjusted and unadjusted for the 
detection probability were the same for the 5 species. There were no significant 
results at the P < 0.10 level for common yellowthroat, yellow-bi lled cuckoo, red­
winged blackbird, or northern cardinal. Blue-gray gnatcatcher detection 
probability was inestimable. The logistic regression model found that percent 
woody cover was positively related to the presence of blue-gray gnatcatchers 
(parameter estimate = 0.05, Wald chi-square = 5.06, P < 0.03). The logistic 
regression model found cutgrass to be negatively related to the presence of 
indigo buntings, but was only marginally significant (parameter estimate = -0.01, 
Wald chi-square = 2. 78, P < 0.10). 
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Presence of birds associated with closed-canopy forests was negatively 
associated with cutgrass (parameter estimate = -0.258, Wald chi-square = 5 . 1 9, 
P < 0.03) but positively related to percent cover of woody species (parameter 
estimate = 0.06, Wald chi-square = 2.85, P < 0. 1 0). No significant relationship at 
the P < 0. 1 0  level was found between birds associated with open habitats and 
the col lected habitat variables. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this study suggest birds associated with closed-canopy 
forests were negatively associated with cutgrass (parameter estimate = -0.258, 
Wald chi-square = 5. 19, P < 0.03) but positively related to percent cover of 
woody species (parameter estimate = 0.06, Wald chi-square = 2.85, P < 0. 1 0). 
This indicates that as woody species increase at the expense of marsh 
vegetation, Reelfoot bird communities may shift from marsh-dependent species 
to those associated with closed-canopy forests. It seemed while conducting 
surveys that there was no difference in species assemblages between points 
dominated by cutgrass and those dominated by water wil low, in spite of the 
differences in structural characteristics of both plants. There did seem to be a 
difference in species assemblages when there was an increased amount of 
woody cover present. In 2002,  31 % of the points had woody cover and 6% had � 
1 0% woody cover. In 2003, 54% of the points had woody cover and 27% had � 
1 0% woody cover. In 2003, there were 1 3  species observed in addition to those 
observed in 2002, and 8 of those were associated with closed-canopy forests. 
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There was a positive relationship with blue-gray gnatcatchers and woody 
cover. Blue-gray gnatcatchers are usually associated with woody habitats 
(El lison 1 992) .  There was a negative relationship between ind igo buntings and 
percent cover of cutgrass. This may be due to the fact that indigo buntings are 
more commonly associated with brushy, shrub-type habitats (Payne 1 992). Few 
habitat variables were sign ificant predictors of presence/absence for the most 
abundant species. This could be attributed to small numbers of observations or 
there may be few strong relationships with the observed birds and the habitat 
variables col lected . 
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5. MANAGEM ENT ,IMPLICATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Marsh birds are adapted to fluctuating water levels (Kushlan 1 989), which 
create a wide array of habitats within and among years (Weller 1 981  ). 
Fluctuating water levels maintain higher productivity than stabil ized water levels 
(Weller and Spatcher 1 965). Fluctuating water-levels affect wetland birds in 
several ways, including influencing plant establishment (Kushlan 1 989). Plant 
communities change in  predictable ways when water levels are stabil ized , 
resulting in long-term decreased productivity and a decrease in bird diversity and 
abundance (Kushlan 1 989, Fredrickson and Reid 1 990). Managing for 
fluctuating water levels is important for wetland and wetland bird conservation 
(Kushlan 1 989). 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this chapter are to 1 )  present a general discussion on 
how a drawdown may affect plant communities on Reelfoot and 2) to discuss 
how this may affect the bird communities using the lake . 
MANAGEMENT EFFECTS ON VEGETATION 
The dominant species in the established emergent communities wil l  
probably not be sign ificantly affected during a drawdown because both cutgrass 
and water wi l low survived seasonal drawdowns at Reelfoot in the past; however 
southern smartweed is associated with standing water, and might be negatively 
affected by a drawdown. Most mudflat and emergent plant species germinate in 
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areas free of vegetation (van der Valk 1981 ), therefore few species are expected 
to germinate within the established emergent vegetation during a drawdown. A 
possible exception would be tree species, such as baldcypress. A large number 
of baldcypress were observed rising above the water willow canopy in some 
areas about 2 years after the 1985 drawdown, and likely germinated during the 
drawdown (Paul Brown, Reelfoot Wildlife Management Area; pers. comm.). 
I f  management for cutgrass or hemi-marshes to benefit least bitterns and 
possibly other marsh birds becomes a goal, other management tools may be 
needed in addition to a drawdown to change the vegetation. There are currently 
no plans to implement the use of herbicides and/or prescribed fire in conjunction 
with either drawdown proposal; however, mudflats may result from established 
marshes if the marshes are sprayed with herbicides or cut and allowed to dry, 
then burned after a drawdown. Burn date might affect the species composition of 
these mudflats (Laubhan 1995). Burns early in the growing season result in 
relatively dense growths of vegetation, but burns late in the growing season are 
dominated by bare ground (Laubhan 1995). Since the proposed drawdowns 
would not occur until later in the growing season, prescribed burns would 
probably result in more bare ground at the time of re-flooding, and likely result in 
hemi-marshes after re-flooding. It is not known how water willow may respond to 
prescribed fire. If reducing standing vegetation becomes a goal, small plots 
should be tested before management decisions are made to ensure that 
prescribed fire is useful for reducing existing marsh vegetation after a drawdown. 
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Prescribed burns after the proposed drawdowns would probably eliminate 
most existing vegetation in the marshes includ ing southern smartweed , water 
wi l low, cutgrass, and most sma ll trees. Although there wi l l  l ikely be large areas 
of bare ground , establishment of new vegetation wi l l  probably be greater in these 
former marshes than what would have occurred under the unburned marsh. 
Since areas that are rarely drawn down often have seed banks dominated by the 
most common standing species (van der Valk 1 981  ), the burned marshes and 
other exposed mudflats may have widespread establ ishment of water wi l low, 
cutgrass, and black wi l low (establ ished from nearby dispersing adults). Southern 
smartweed does not compete wel l  under d rier conditions, and might not 
sign ificantly germinate under either proposed drawdown. It establ ished on one 
mudflat during the 1 985 drawdown , but was a very minor component (Henson 
1 988). Although water wi l low was more abundant than cutgrass during the 
1 980s (Henson 1 990a), water wi l low did not germinate on exposed mudflats 
during the 1 985 drawdown (Henson 1 988). Cutgrass and black wi l low were the 
most abundant perennials that germinated (Henson 1 988). Although these 
species are l ikely to be the only ones that remain after re-flood ing, there wil l  
probably be a greater diversity of drawdown-dependent annuals during the 
drawdown year as occurred during the 1 985 drawdown (Henson 1 988). 
MANAGEMENT EFFECTS ON BREEDING MARSH BIRDS 
Habitat conditions during the drawdown may be suitable for king ra ils. 
King rails nest in water � 25 cm deep, and forage in water < 1 0  cm deep 
(Meanley 1 969). Drying sloughs are very important for foraging king rail broods 
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(Meanley 1 969). Most king rai l  nests in Tennessee are in itiated between mid­
Apri l  and mid-May (Nicholson 1 997), and incubation lasts around 20 days 
(Meanley 1 992). Broods stay together for about 9 weeks (Meanley 1 992) so the 
early June drawdown date wi l l  l ikely provide brood-rearing habitat for king ra i ls. 
There wi l l  be short-term negative impacts to many birds too, although the 
long-term effects wil l  probably greatly outweigh them. Most marsh bird species 
that breed on Reelfoot may be negatively affected during the drawdown because 
they may need standing water under emergent vegetation for nesting habitat 
(Wel ler 1 961 , Weller and Spatcher 1 965, Weller and Fredrickson 1 973, Manci 
and Rusch 1 988, Gibbs et al .  1 992b, Meanley 1 992, Weller 1 994, Mul ler and 
Storer 1 999, Bannor and Kiviat 2002, Brisbin and Mowbray 2002, West and Hess 
2002), and nests may be abandoned and re-nesting prevented if a drawdown 
occurs during the nesting cycle (Griese et al .  1 980). Most least bittern nests 
found in this study were either sti l l  being incubated or had chicks sti l l  on the nest 
during mid-June. An early June drawdown date may result in fa i lure or 
abandonment of nests and young. American coots may postpone breed ing 
during a drawdown until emergent vegetation grows in the open-water pools that 
remain (Weller and Spatcher 1 965). Drawdowns during the nesting cycle may 
greatly increase predator access and nest predation (Post 1 998). Herbicides 
may be appl ied before a drawdown to desiccate the vegetation in preparation for 
prescribed fire shortly after the drawdown. If this happens, nests may be 
destroyed and re-nesting prevented because of a lack of vegetation .  Sparse 
vegetation wi l l grow after prescribed burns, resulting in cover and nesting habitat 
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for marsh birds in and adjacent to pools that remain, but this may be too late in 
the breeding season to produce a successful nest. Once water levels rise, if 
prescribed fire is used, hemi-marsh conditions dominated by cutgrass may result 
in areas previously dominated by water willow and increasing amounts of woody 
growth. This may improve conditions for secretive marsh birds and marsh 
songbirds for many years. 
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Common and scientific names of birds l isted in the text 
Common name 
Pied-bi l led grebe 
Least bittern 
American bittern 
King rai l  
Virginia rail 
Sora 
Purple gal l inule 
Common moorhen 
American coot 
Greater yel lowlegs 
Sol itary sandpiper 
Spotted sandpiper 
Least sandpiper 
Common snipe 
Yellow-bil led cuckoo 
Blue-gray gnatcatcher 
Common yel lowthroat 
Northern cardinal  
Indigo bunting 
Red-winged blackbird 
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Scientific name 
Podilymbus podiceps 
lxobrychus exilis 
Botaurus lentiginosus 
Rallus elegans 
Rallus limicola 
Porzana carolina 
Porphyrula martinica 
Gallinula chloropus 
Fulica americana 
Tringa melanoleuca 
Tringa solitaria 
Actitis macu/aria 
Calidris minutilla 
Gal/inago gallinago 
Coccyzus americanus 
Polioptila caerulea 
Geothlypis trichas 
Cardinalis cardinalis 
Passerina cyanea 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
NESTS 
METHODS 
Although not a specific objective of this study, nests (primarily least bittern 
nests) were occasionally searched for and monitored on Reelfoot and Black 
Bayou. Nest searching by foot was not feasible on Reelfoot because of the 
depth of unconsolidated substrates and the thickness of vegetation. Moving 
through the interconnected branches of water willow could result in nest 
destruction and would require the destruction of habitat; therefore the vegetation 
was searched from the edge by boat. Nest searching was conducted by foot on 
Black Bayou because of consolidated substrates and the ability to move through 
the dominant vegetation, cutgrass, without destroying nests or habitat. Nest 
locations were recorded with a GPS unit, and nests were monitored at 1-17 day 
intervals. Information collected at each nest included number of eggs or young 
and distance to the nearest open-water pool � 3 m diameter. 
Maps with 60-m radius circles around each least bittern nest were printed 
from DOQQs in ArcView GIS. These maps were taken to each nest, and 
vegetation types were delineated on them to analyze habitat data at nest 
locations. The variables recorded were percent cover of cutgrass, water willow, 
floating leaf vegetation (spatterdock), woody species, other emergents, and open 
water. These maps were digitized in ArcView, and area of each vegetation type 
within 60-m and 5-m radius circles was calculated using the XTools extension. 
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Nest site data are presented and discussed . They were not analyzed 
statistically because few were found and search sites were not randomly chosen. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pied-bi l led grebes and common moorhens 
Nest searching revealed 1 pied-billed grebe nest and 1 common moorhen 
brood platform in the only Black Bayou unit (Black Bayou-North, unit # 5) where 
these species were observed during surveys. Both were in Lake County, 
Tennessee. No previous nesting records exist for pied-billed grebes in Lake 
County. Common moorhen nests have been reported from Reelfoot Lake along 
the Lake County/Obion County line. 
The pied-billed grebe nest was found 31 May 2003 surrounded by 
cutgrass interspersed with equal amounts of open water. The 6 eggs were 
partially covered with nest material, which is commonly done when adults leave 
the nest (Muller and Storier 1999). Nest material included decaying cutgrass 
stalks and leaves (many heavily frayed), mud, and at least 1 American lotus 
(Nelumbo lutea) seedpod . The nest was anchored to several cutgrass plants, 
some of which were clipped at the water surface. One cutgrass plant was 
growing from the center of the nest, adjacent to the eggs. New material was 
added to the nest by the second visit on 6 June. Water depth at the nest was 35 
cm, and vegetation height was 1.5 m. The nest was 15 m from the nearest open­
water pool � 3 m diameter. The nest is thought to have successfully hatched 
between 6 June and 20 June because it was abandoned and several very small 
shell fragments were present on the last visit. Adults break up shells and either 
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eat them or dispose of them within the nest (Muller and Storier 1999). If the eggs 
were predated, they would either be missing or the shells would not have been 
broken so finely. Two additional pied-billed grebe nests were observed along the 
Mississippi River levee in Lake County and 5 in Dyer County during the 2003 
breeding season (Jeff Wilson, local birder; pers. comm.). 
Pied-billed grebes begin nesting as early as mid-March in Tennessee 
(Nicholson 1997). Incubation is around 25 days, and they are often double 
brooded (Muller and Storier 1999). Pied-billed grebes are highly territorial, and 
usually only 1 pair nests in a wetland (Faaborg 1976). It is possible that the pair 
produced another brood before the 1 first observed 31 May, and this could 
explain why 3 birds were observed at once during one survey before the 
observed nest hatched. 
The common moorhen brood platform was found 31 May 2003 
surrounded by cutgrass interspersed with equal amounts of open water and a 
few black willow saplings. A ramp was present and made by bending adjacent 
cutgrass plants to the water surface. Common moorhens and purple gallinules 
build ramps on nests and platforms (Bannor and Kiviat 2002, West and Hess 
2002), but a feather characteristic of juvenal common moorhen plumage (Bannor 
and Kiviat 2002) was found on the ramp. It was not believed to be a nest 
because a nest cup was not present and common moorhen nests are often 
constructed of dead vegetation (Bannor and Kiviat 2002). This platform's 
construction material was still green. If this was a nest, a cup would have been 
present and the nest material would have dried during the time needed for chicks 
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to attain juvenal plumage. The platform was made of cutgrass and anchored to a 
black willow sapling. 
Common moorhen nest construction begins and peaks during late April in 
Tennessee (Nicholson 1997), and incubation is around 20 days (Bannor and 
Kiviat 2002). The juvenal plumage feather and ramp indicate that chicks were 
present (ramps are thought to ease access in and out of a platform by chicks); so 
it was likely that a successful nest was constructed elsewhere in the unit, and this 
platform was used to brood the chicks. 
Least bitterns 
Nest searching revealed 10 active least bittern nests ( determined by 
presence of eggs or chicks). Nine nests were constructed in cutgrass, and 1 in 
water willow. Eight of the 10 nests were made almost entirely of cutgrass. One 
was constructed in cutgrass but comprised mostly of small twigs (probably marsh 
mallow or water willow). The one constructed in water willow was constructed 
mostly of water willow twigs wedged between water willow stems with a few dried 
water willow leaves laid on top of the cup. All nests were < 1 m from an open­
water pool � 3 m diameter. The vegetation characteristics within 60 m of most 
nests were relatively even proportions of open water and vegetation (hemi­
marsh), with water willow the dominant species at 7 nests and cutgrass the 
dominant species at 3 (Table 13). Hemi-marsh conditions were present within 5 
m of most nests, with cutgrass the dominant species at 7 nests, water willow 
dominant at 1, and spatterdock dominant at 2, followed by cutgrass (Table 14). 
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Known clutch sizes ranged from 3-5. The earliest nest (found 3 June with 
chicks < 3 days old) was probably initiated between early and mid-May. The 
latest visit to an active nest was 7 July (3 nests). An adult was incubating 1 of 
these nests 23 June. The other 2 were initiated after 23 June, and 1 was a 
suspected re-nesting attempt because of the proximity to a lost nest ( < 1 m ). Of 
the 1 O nests, one clutch was lost, one was suspected of being lost, one was 
known to have hatched, and the fate of 7 is unknown. 
Least bitterns arrive in Tennessee during late April (Nicholson 1997). 
Nests are initiated throughout May and June with a peak in mid-May (Nicholson 
1997). Ganier ( 1933) found most eggs on Reelfoot were laid after the first week 
of June, so nest initiation would have been around the first week of June. Nelson 
(2003) found nest initiation peaked early June at Mingo National Wildlife Refuge 
in Missouri (within the LMAV and at a similar latitude to Reelfoot and Black 
Bayou). Least bitterns respond to call broadcasts greater during nest initiation 
(Bogner and Baldassarre 2002), and the third survey round had more 
observations during broadcasts than the first 2 (P < 0.06). F ive nests were found 
relatively close to survey points (range: 18-70 m), and all observations at each of 
these survey points were made either during nest initiation or incubation. This 
indicates that the third round (16 June-23 June) may have been the peak period 
of nest initiation or incubation on Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou. 
Weller ( 1961) observed least bitterns jabbing holes in the nest presumably 
to help with sanitation. He found 1 nest that was unsanitary and considered it 
unusual. One unsanitary nest was found during this study as well, with dried 
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feces in the nest and on the eggs. Weller (1961) also observed nests sinking 
under the weight of the adults during the course of incubation. This was 
observed at several nests during this study. 
The observed clutch size range of 3-5 may be biased because of small 
sample size and non-random surveying. Also, Weller (1961) found at least 2 
instances of least bitterns removing predator-damaged eggs, and continuing to 
incubate those that remained. Some of the smaller clutches in this study may 
have been partially predated prior to being found . One nest during this study had 
a decreasing number of eggs on subsequent visits which may have been due to 
predation. 
Varying degrees of nest attentiveness were observed. While nest 
searching on Reelfoot, a female was flushed from a few cattail plants within a 
water willow marsh but remained nearby. I attempted to reach the cattail by foot, 
but the unconsolidated sediments were virtually impenetrable. She repeatedly 
flew toward the cattail only to be spooked by my presence. Based on her 
attentiveness, it is probable that a nest was present. Another nest was located 
along a boat path < 35 m from a survey point. During the first 2 surveys, the 
incubating adult remained on the nest throughout the survey, and flushed only 
when the boat passed within 30-50 cm of the nest. The adult incubating the 
water willow nest flushed as the boat passed close by (this was how the nest was 
found). No adult was observed at the nest thereafter. One male on Black Bayou 
remained on the nest while 2 people were taking pictures of him 1 m away. He 
assumed the "freeze" position characteristic of bitterns, but occasionally 
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appeared ready to strike. The male suspected of re-nesting was incubating the 
second nest during the last visit. I was 1 m away from the nest before I saw him. 
His back was toward me, neck was withdrawn, crown feathers were raised, and 
wings were outstretched. His head was turned in my direction, and every time I 
moved he jabbed at me and made a "graa" sound. Weller (1961) and Palmer 
(1962) reported a similar posture as the most aggressive least bittern posture. 
Chicks are reportedly covered with soft, ochre-colored down above and 
whiter below (Gibbs et al. 1992b), but 2 of 4 chicks in 1 nest during this study 
were covered with soft, white-colored down. They appeared to be older, and 
were resting their heads on top of an ochre-colored chick. Wright (1946) 
reported that chicks were scared out of the nest, but stayed on the sides to return 
later. The fourth chick ( ochre-colored) was found on the outside of the nest, and 
was probably scared out when the boat approached and the adult flushed. The 
other 3 chicks seemed oblivious to the researcher's presence. The fourth chick 
was returned to the nest, but immediately climbed back out. 
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Table 1. Summary of new water level management proposed for Reelfoot Lake 
by FWS. 
Non-drawdown years 
Year-round : 
Drawdown years 
June 1: 
November: 
June: 
Allow fluctuations of at least 0.6 m between elevations 
85.3 and 86.6 m msl 
Lower Reelfoot by 1.2 m (2.4 m with new spillway) 
from 86 m msl 
Allow Reelfoot to refill to 86.3 m msl 
Manage Reelfoot elevation by the "non-drawdown" 
schedule 
Table 2. Summary of new water level management proposed for Reelfoot Lake 
by COE. 
Non-drawdown years 
November 15 - March 1 : 
March 1 - March 15: 
March 15 - July 1 : 
July 1 - November 15: 
Drawdown years 
June 1 - July 15: 
July 15 - November 15: 
November 16 - March 1 : 
March 1:  
Allow Reelfoot to fluctuate up to elevation 
86.3 m msl 
Lower Reelfoot to elevation 86.2 m msl 
Hold Reelfoot at elevation 86.2 m msl 
Allow Reelfoot to fluctuate below elevation 
86.2 m msl 
Lower Reelfoot by 0.9 m (possibly 1.2 m in 
the future) 
Hold Reelfoot at the drawdown elevation 
Allow Reelfoot to refill up to elevation 86.3 m 
Manage Reelfoot elevation by the "non-
d rawdown" schedule 
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Table 3. Numbers of marsh birds, total (and · per survey), detected by time of day 
(CDT) at Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
Species 5:30- 6:00- 7:00- 8:00- 9:00- 1 0 :00-
5:59* 6 :59* 7:59* 8:59* 9:59* 1 0 :59* 
Least 1 ( 1 .0) 1 3  (0.37) 1 5  (0.47) 1 1  (0.32) 6 (0.2 1 ) 3 (0. 1 5) 
bittern 
(number/ 
survey) 
Pied- 0 (0) 3 (0 .09) 2 (0 .06) 6 (0. 1 8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
bi l led 
grebe 
(number/ 
survey) 
Common 1 ( 1 .0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (0. 1 2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
moorhen 
(number/ 
survey) 
King ra il 0 (0) 1 (0.03) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
(number/ 
survey) 
Totat 2 (2) 1 7  (0.49) 1 7  (0.53) 2 1  (0 .62) 6 (0.2 1 ) 3 (0 . 1 5) 
(number/ 
survey) 
* Number of surveys per time of day was as follows: 5:30-5:59, 1 ;  6 :00-6 :59, 35; 
7:00-7:59, 32; 8:00-8:59 ,  34; 9:00-9 :59, 28; 1 0 :00-1 0 :59, 20. 
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Table 4. Population estimates of least bitterns at Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 
2003 based on detection probabil ities and 51 3 . 1  ha of marsh . 
Number of 
birds present 
in survey plots 
Density (#/ha) 
Population 
estimate 
Passive 
44. 1  
0. 1 4  
72 . 1  
Survey portion 
Broadcast 1st 5 min 
broadcast 
37 33.7 
0 . 1 2  
60.5  
0. 1 1 
55. 1 
Passive and 
broadcast 
58.5 
0. 1 9  
95.6 
Table 5 .  Numbers of least bitterns first detected during the passive phase and 
the fi rst 5 min of broadcasts at Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
Survey round 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
Passive (row %) 
4 (44.4) 
6 (40) 
8 (42. 1 )  
18  (41 .9) 
Broadcast ( row % ) P value 
5 (55.6) 0 .7389 
9 (60) 0.4386 
1 1  (57.9) 0 .491 3 
25 (58.1) 0.2858 
Table 6. Numbers of least bitterns first observed by 1 -min intervals at Reelfoot 
Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  
Total 4 3 6 2 3 1 1  3 6 2 3 1 2 2 1 
a .  Passive phase included minutes 1 -5 ;  broadcast phase included minutes 6- 1 4. 
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Table 7. Difference in least bittern observations by round, for passive, broadcast, 
and both combined at Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
Survey round 
1 
2 
3 
P-value 
Passive 
4 
6 
8 
0.5134 
Broadcast 
5 
10 
16 
0.0531 
Total 
9 
16 
24 
0.0318 
Table 8. Mean values of habitat variables for points with and without least bittern 
observations on Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
With least bitterns Without least P-value 
bitterns 
% Cutgrass and 1 7.5 3.0 0.0204 
Cattail 
% Water willow 33.1 37.0 0.7655 
% Floating leaf 14.5 13.1 0.3462 
% Other 0.6 4.3 0.2575 
emergents 
% Open water 26.6 27 .9 0.7360 
% Woody 7.6 14.6 0.0297 
# Tall trees 7.3 19.2 0.0074 
# Medium trees 2 .2 4 .2 0.1850 
# Short trees 7.2 7.0 0.1079 
Water deQth {cm} 41 .2 34.8 0.1273 
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Table 9. Casual observations from the literature on Reelfoot Lake least bitterns 
from the mid-1930s to the mid-1960s. 
Source 
Ganier 1933 
Whittemore 1937 
Simpson 1939 
Mengel 1965 
Remarks 
"fairly common resident in suitable 
areas of marsh grass" 
"fairly common summer resident" and 
"keep entirely to the saw grass [sic]" 
"considerable numbers throughout the 
cutgrass area" 
"population of least bitterns in the great 
cutgrass marshes . . .  is probably the 
larg1es,t in the h 
Table 10. Birds associated with closed-canopy forests and open habitats found 
during 2002-2003 in Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou marshes. 
Closed-canopy forests 
Downy woodpecker 
Acadian flycatcher 
Great crested flycatcher 
White-eyed vireo 
Yellow-throated vireo 
Warbling vireo 
Tufted titmouse 
Carolina chickadee 
Blue-gray gnatcatcher 
Prothonotary warbler 
Scarlet tanager 
Northern cardinal 
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Open habitats 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 
Carolina wren 
Common yellowthroat 
Yellow-breasted chat 
Song sparrow 
Indigo bunting 
Red-winged blackbird 
Common grackle 
Brown-headed cowbird 
Orchard oriole 
American goldfinch 
Table 1 1 .  Common and scientific names and numbers of songbird species 
observed during marsh surveys at Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou 2002-2003. 
Common name 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 
Downy woodpecker 
Acadian flycatcher 
Great crested flycatcher 
White-eyed vireo 
Yellow-throated vireo 
Warbling vireo 
Tufted titmouse 
Carol ina ch ickadee 
Carol ina wren 
Blue-gray gnatcatcher 
Prothonotary warbler 
Common yel lowthroat 
Yellow-breasted chat 
Scarlet tanager 
Song sparrow 
Northern card inal 
I nd igo bunting 
Red-winged blackbird 
Common grackle 
Brown-headed cowbird 
Orchard oriole 
American goldfinch 
Scientific name 
Coccyzus americanus 
Picoides pubescens 
Empidonax virescens 
Myiarchus crinitus 
Vireo griseus 
Vireo flavifrons 
Vireo gi/vus 
Baeolophus bicolor 
Poecile carolinensis 
Thryothorus ludovicianus 
Polioptila caerulea 
Protonotaria citrea 
Geothlypis trichas 
lcteria virens 
Piranga olivacea 
Melospiza melodia 
Cardinalis cardinalis 
Passerina cyanea 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Quiscalus quiscula 
Molothrus ater 
lcterus spurius 
Carduefis tristis 
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Number of ind ividuals 
1 1  
3 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
9 
5 
4 
28 
5 
54 
1 
1 
1 
1 9  
66 
1 78 
9 
3 
1 
3 
Table 12. Detection probabilities of marsh songbirds at Reelfoot Lake and Black 
Bayou 2002-2003. 
Spe<?ies 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 
Downy woodpecker 
Acadian flycatcher 
Great crested flycatcher 
Warbling vireo 
Tufted titmouse 
Carolina wren 
Prothonotary warbler 
Common yellowthroat 
Yellow-breasted chat 
Scarlet tanager 
Song sparrow 
Northern cardinal 
Indigo bunting 
Red-winged blackbird 
Orchard oriole 
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Detection probability (se) 
0.8756 (0.1556) 
1.0 (0.9165 E-3) 
0.9903 (0.3259 E-1) 
1.0 (0. 7937 E-3) 
0.7235 (1.0778) 
0.9493 (0. 7751 E-1) 
1.0 (0. 7937 E-3) 
1.0 (0. 7100 E-3) 
0.9931 (0.581 9 E-2) 
1.0 (0.3173 E-5) 
1.0 (0.31 73 E-5) 
1 .0 (0.3173 E-5) 
0.8714 (0 . 1 220) 
0.9264 (0.1022) 
0.9558 (0.3467 E-1) 
1 .0 (0.3173 E-5) 
Table 1 3  Proportions of vegetation types within 60 m of least bittern nests at 
Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003. 
Nest %WW* %SD* %OE* %OW* %WOY* %CG* 
1 61 .2  0 0 34.4 0 4.5 
2 23.3 0 5.8 3.4 23.7 43.9 
3 0 0 0 5 1 .6 0 48.4 
4 0 0 0 52.2 0 47.8 
5 1 7 .4 7 0 75.6 0 0 
6 42.2 5 0 52.6 0 0.2 
7 34.6 1 .2 0 63.6 0 0 .7 
8 43.6 1 .2 0 54.6 0 0.7 
9 40 .7 9 . 1  0 49.9 0 0 .4 
1 0  40.7 9 . 1 0 49.9 0 0.4 
* WW=v,.Jater wi l low, SD=spatterdock, OE=other emergents, OW=open water, 
WDY=v,.Joody species, CG=cutgrass. 
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Table 1 4 . Proportions of vegetation types within 5 m of least bittern nests at 
Reelfoot Lake and Black Bayou, 2003 . 
Nest %WW* %SD* %OE* %OW* %WOY %CG* 
1 0 0 0 37.5 0 62 .5 
2 1 4 .3 0 0 42.9 0 42 .9 . . . 
3 0 0 0 50 0 50 
4 0 0 0 50 0 50 
5 37.5 0 0 62.5 0 0 
6 0 0 0 75 0 25 
7 0 0 0 62 .5 0 37 .5 
8 0 0 0 62.5 0 37.5 
9 · o 50 0 1 2 .5 0 37.5 
1 0  0 50 0 1 2 .5 0 37.5 
* WW=water wil low, SD=spatterdock, OE=other emergents, OW=open water, 
WDY=woody species, CG=cutgrass. 
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Figure 1 .  Reelfoot Lake location and place names. 
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Figure 2 .  Hydrograph showing Reelfoot Lake water levels from m id-1 936 through 
1 944. Units are in ft . The bottom fluctuating l ine represents water levels. The 
top steady l ine is the elevation at the top of the spil lway gate (roughly 86 m msl) . 
Beginn ing in 1 942 , water levels remained h igher and more constant (especial ly 
during the g·rowing season) than before water-level stabil ization . 
Source: Baker, C .  L. 1 945. Report of the d irector of the Reelfoot Lake 
Biological Station: Journal of the Tennessee Academy of Science 
20(1 ) : 1 -4. 
Reprinted with permission by Gore Ervin,  editor of the Journal of the Tennessee 
Academy of Science. 
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a. b. 
C. d. 
Figure 3. Aggradation of Indian Creek delta into Reelfoot Lake. October 1 937 
(a) , February 1 949 (b) , August 1 956 (c) , and February 1 999 (d) . The forested 
area in the upper left-hand corner of each photograph is Nix Towhead . 
Aggradation from the channelized Indian Creek caused its delta (the forested 
area between the lake and crop fields) to expand over 500 m towards N ix 
Towhead by 1 956. 
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Figure 4. Emergent vegetation community composition and extent on Reelfoot 
Lake,  2003 . 
1 03 
Figure 5 .  Cattail marsh with dense growth of water wil low, Reelfoot 2003. 
1 04 
Figure 6. Nearly monotypic water willow marsh with sparse sapling growth, 
Reelfoot 2003. 
1 05 
Figure 7. Decadent water willow marsh with dense growth of saplings, Reelfoot 
2003. 
1 06 
Figure 8. Cutgrass marsh interspersed with water willow south of Nations Ditch, 
along the Indian Creek delta, Reelfoot 2003. 
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c=J Black Bayou Waterfowl Refuge 
c=J Wheelchair Blind 
Figure 9. Black Bayou Waterfowl Refuge-North and the Wheelchair Blind on 
Reelfoot Wildl ife Management Area. 
1 08 
Figure 1 0. Secretive marsh bird survey locations on Reelfoot Lake and Black 
Bayou, 2003. 
1 09 
Figure 1 1 . Basal portion of water willow. 
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